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LEGAL WARNING, particularly for New Readers
By reading this magazine you are entering a Temporary Autonomous Zone
(TAIL where normal values, logic and timescales do not appiy. At the least
you may feel unable to put the magazine down until you have read it
through to the very end. While you read i t ,  you may also feel strangely
mellow and entirely unable to face doing anything else useful for 24 hours.
Alternatively you may sense a sudden urge to have money extracted
painlessly by one of our advertisers. Anything may happen and at the very
worst you may enter a Permanent Autonomous lone [PAE] of your own
creation.
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FRQIM THE Eflfi'flfi m.

Not a lot to sa}.Ir this time so let’s get on with the magazine. Don’t forget the
National 1il'intage Communications Fair—no doubt some of us will meet up
there. And now a delightful quote heard from Trevor Bayliss, the ‘wind-up
radio’ man...

“I don’t mind people looking down on me, just so long as theyr don‘t
expect me to look up to them.”

Andrew Emmerson

THOUGHTS ON TELEVISION .
“Of course digital television is better quality... it's digital, isn't
it?!?" _ -

Steve Roberts, BBC

Television is a new medium. It's called a medium because nothing
is well—done.

Fred alien on the American radio programme,
The Big Show, December 1?”1 1950.

1W'lfilst 89 per cent of Chinese households now have a television
set, only:r 2 per cent have hot running water, according to a new
national poll eondneted by Gallup [November 1997}.

The Irish breed rebels where the English breed gentlemen, The
English like to watch the action; the Irish provide it.

Ronan D’Rabilly, founder of Radio Caroline and Caroline TV.

Nation Shall Peak Six Unto Nation
Awfid BBC injoke; the BBC'5 sehemefor measuring sound

levels uses Peel: Programme Meters, eelibrotedfiom I to F.
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Mansr thanks to all our letter writers, including those few who
didn’t make it to this page. We tryr and fit in as many letters as
possible, occasionally editing for space or clarity.

From George “Hudson by e—mail:
As you know, I bought two ITC VHS double cassettes at a local car boot, the],r
are Robin Hood and William Tell. I remember well seeing these the first time
around on IT? and it is V01}? nostalgic seeing them again. I am unsure of the
dates of transmission. I believe 1 am right in saying Robin Hood was on from
1955 to 1960 and William Tell from 195‘? to ? 1 must get them converted to 405
so that I can play them on my 1954 Philips Console when I fix it! As theyr were
filmed originally I guess that all could have survived.

.0‘+ From memory, Robin Hood started in 1955 and Million? Fella couple
at veers later. it's not reallyr meaningful to quote a final date since
some regions carried on showing them for quite a while on re—runs.
seem Hood was quite big in the United States too, where the
programme was sponsored by Wild Root hair cream and a slightlyr

_ different opening sequence was used {created over here bv all
appearances}. l think the tapes are hard to find in the shops now so
you did well. Finallv, I’m not aware of day; last episodes.

I read in "Goodbye to 405’ [in Tclem'sion, Jan. 1985} that we didn't get colour
on 405 because the BBC advised the Television art’rtrisorjlr Committee that
sporadic E interference would make colour on Band I unworkable. My guess is
that NTSC hue drift would have been the worst effect but of course if PAL had
been used for the trials in the 19505, who knows 1shat might have been! Do we
know if first was the sole reason that we didn't get colour earlier than 196??

a Any answers?

From George Windsor, again: _
What ever happened to the Til“ show? After watching an early 1980's episode
of the Linda Carter Show the other week it suddenlyr struck me we don't see
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shows anymore, where did flley go to? For example, we have had in the not
too distant past the likes of:

The Black 8: White Minstrel Show
The Andy Williams Show
The Linda Carter Show
Billy Cotton Band Show
Kenneth McKeller
Cilla
Tom Jones
and numerous others and including ‘Specials’.

What ever happened to variety? What have we now, what has taken their
place? Film re—runs that‘s what! We need to badger the BBC and ITV, let’s
have some proper entertainment again, or is it too old fashioned? If it’s too
expensive lets see some repeats of these old shows, most of us would like to
see them again anyhow.

From Steve flstler, by e—mail:
Thanks for another great issue of 405 Alive. You seem to have achieved a very
happy balance between the various related interests — all backed by your
benevolent tutelage. The magazine exudes a really friendly and informative
atmosphere, and you’re right to take so seriously minor points of history. If
you don't, there is nobody else who will.

q. And I never even knew I had :1 tutetoge!

From Tony Duel], by e—mail:
I've got an NISUO running at last (actually I did it about 4 months ago).
Getting the belts proved rather easy in the end - the oonnter belt is a
'wallonan’ belt from Maplin, the capstan belt can be home made from the RS
(II-ring kit, and the drum belt is available from CFC —— they don't know it fits
the N1500, but it's one of their audio belts - AVBELT12 I think.

Fortunately my heads were still good, and there was only a minor
electronic fault [a shorted transistor in the muting circuit) to replace. I've also
got a fix for the stock fault of a cracked loading pulley; it involves taking the
loading mechanism apart, drillingftapping a hole through the shaft extension
[a lathe, or at least a good drill press, helps here}, drilling a matching hole
through the pulley, and assembling it with small machine screws. A lot of
work, but that pulley won‘t fall off again. Incidentally if anyone else is
restoring an H1500, Mauritron sell the service manual (photocopied).

From Mike Izycky, by e-mail: .
At last! Thanks to the data CDs produced by Wilftied Meier, I can get a circuit
at last for my valve voltmeter.... by the way, Paint Shop Pro can scale images
to fit an A4 page: simply click on File-Page Setup and check the boxes.

From Andy Henderson, by e-mail:_
Just a quick one. You asked in the magazine if anyone had a copy of the BBC
1966 1World Cup Tape. l've got it and ifs longer than the version shown a few
years ago [at the start and the end) — but sadly no original graphics at start or
end.
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Front Colin Guy, Stickford (lines), by e—mail:
Just a quick note now I’m connected to this new tangled Internet thing, to say
thanks for the latest issue of 405 Alive. I just don't know how you do it,
there’s so much to read, and, like some of your other correspondents, I just
can‘t put it down till I‘ve read it from cover to cover. That’s what has just got
me into trouble now. You see, I've just got a nice new comfy leather chair, and
whenever a mag arrives, I just sink into it and reminisce. Trouble was, 405
Aline kept me here till about 2am, and my other half was not best pleased at
being left on her own to fall asleep, instead of getting the attention she
expected. Please keep up the good work, I don't mind what format the mag is
in, just as long as you keep up the standards.

I was sorry to learn that Dave is giving up producing the excellent
Dinosaur designs. I have a standards converter, and a test card generator; they
are absolutel}r excellent products.

Just one final question though, 1 seem to remember reading in a back
issue a while ago, that you intended to publish a separate mag concentrating
more on the technical side of things. Did anything ever come of this?

e No, fortunotelv not! Producing even more words is not what I wont to
be do ing . . .

From The Joseph Cos Charity, 60 Agnes Court, Wilmslow Road,
Fallowfield, Manchester, M14 631.} {0161-225 3504):
We are trying to locate a 12~inch tube with a black mask for a Murphy black
and white television made in the earl},r 19505. If  you could be of an}r assistance
we would be delighted to hear from you.

e- Con you help? If so, please contact the charityr direct.

From Dicky Hewett, Chelmsford: ,
Jim Pople has great confidence that I can identify film cameras from murky tv
screen pictures! [See 405 Aline, page 18, issue 38). The Auricon camera with
the 'short fat magazine' is the original Cine-Voice optical recording system
model. The Cine—Voice was self blimped, hence the tubby.r nature of  the casing.
The film capacity was only 100ft giving 2- 3,!4 minutes of recording. also
pictured is an Auricon Super 1200, which has an optical automatic parallax
finder giving an upright correct orientation image {not as Jim supposed, an
electronic viewfinder]. 0f the other 35mm camera? Not sure, ask Bernard
King!

BEFORE YOU LlFl' THE 'PHONE...
Please don’t telephone to enquire about the state of your

subscription or to seek technical advice, as this information is
held in our separate Admin Ofiice, to which all queries
should be addressed by letter. Your cooperation in this will
assist us to bring you your favourite magazines as quickly as
possible.
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From Bernard King, Hampton, by post chaise:
I’m sorry I cannot join the modern fashion of e—mail and Internet but here
goes...

(in the subject of the identification of the movie cameras, especially the
nor-icon. All I remember about the euricon was its frequent appearance in
advertising in the technical press in those days when it was currently in use.
What does intrigue me is the 35mm camera showing the characteristic cast
front plate with substantial, tapered ‘webs’. I would not think it was a Wall
camera, as they are dispiayed alongside this mystery ‘thing’ in the excellently
captured pictures off the screen and sent to me by Dicky Hewett. To illustrate
the point i have taken the liberty of using one of Diclqr’s pictures. In a group of
five cameras, not reproduced here, there is a good view of the mystery camera,
a square—sided Wall, another of the mystery jobs, an skeley (sometimes
known, I are told, as the ‘thunderer’ because of its noise) and, finally another
Wall, this time with the rounded body similar to those at British Moidetone
News until the Christie’s sale in March 1983.

What is of particular interest to me is the wide use of the skeley tripods
with the 9—inch diameter pan and tilt base. The various virtues of this head
were demonstrated to me by British Movietone’s cameraman, Norman Fisher,
whilst the camera was still at Denham. I even got the chance to try out the
thing with a Wall on top. Legend at Denham had it that ‘another’ newsreel
company piled up its Alteley tripods and burned them in front of Movietone ‘5
windows when that ‘other’ company discontinued filming their ‘reel’.

In the picture shown a closer view of two of the cameras [I don’t think
the detail in the five—camera group would have' reproduced}, the mystery
camera can be seen alongside the square—sided Wall with the mech. housing
‘racked-over’ for focus and line—up.

Further adding to the intrigue is the difference in the extent of the front
plate ‘webbing’. That shown on page 19, issue 38, has a plain surface front
plate between the main webs yet the one in Dicky’s latest picture shows a
complex pattern of additional webbing. If anyone knows the identity of the
camera I would be pleased to know. _ _

This strengthening webbing characteristic turns up with the old 3—strip
Technicolor camera. The film magazine was liberally endowed with tapering
webs on the working side of the camera yet an early picture, published in
1936, shows the magazine with no webs at all. This reinforcement against
metal warping must have had some importance in camera engineering.

a Yes, Bernard, it most certainty does. Many of these housings were
made of the zinc-magnesium alloy known as morok (also collect
romok, margarine metal and another rother scotologicolly rude
kind oi metal}. This stuff was renowned more for its lightness than its
strength or dimensional stobiiity, which is why many pre-wor Dinky
Toys and the wheels of Hornby trains have now crumbled into dust
or distorted into hideous shop-es. Many is the hapless radio collector
who hos iound contorted chassis components mode of morok too.

See next page for the photo mentioned in Bernard’s letter.
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0n the left is the 'mystery' camera with the more complex web
pattern on the front plate. On the right, the square-sided Wall
with the camera 'raclred over' for focussing and line-up. Both
tripods are the popular Akeley pattern, which served newsreei
companies for very many 1years.

From Bernard King, Hampton, 1ria Postman ordinaire:
Mention has been made in the pages of 405 Aline of the Wall cameras. There
can be no doubt that a considerable amount of footage shot on those newsreel
cameras has featured on our earlier, 405 TV“ screens — and still does in the
programmes featuring recent history.

When I first encountered the Wall, at British Movietone News in 1939, I
really thought the first one I saw was the famous Bell & Howell 2?09 but it
was an earlier design which appeared to be the B 3: H and may have been
made by Wall under licence. The name ‘WALL’ was cast into the base plate.
The later Wall with the rack—over body was more like the Mitchell NC. In fact,
there were three different types of Wall at BMN and I photographed all three.

011 the side of the later versions was an ova} plate that declared the
maker’s name and address: J .M. WALL, ll}?r N. Franklin St, Syracuse, NY,
USA. This was complete new to me and I wished to know more about the ‘
company and its origins. The company did not appear in books or directories
in my keeping so an approach was made to the US Embassy, circa 1980. They
politely replied regretting that the company name did not appear in any of
their directories. '
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Strangely, although it was quite some time ago since Dicky Howett sent
me a copy of a JSMPE report, dated October 1935, describing the Wall
camera, it was only very recently that the clue to the possible origin of the Wall
became evident to me. That JSMPE report was written by H. Griffin and he is
indicated, via a tiny asterisk, as being of the International iector Corp, NY.
Turning to my copy of the Quigley Motion Picture Almanac, 1944-45, [1
have it for the change—over dots on page three] the Who’s Who section
indicates that Herbert Griffin had a long history in projector engineering,
particularly with the Power Company. {Powers projectors —— those with the
square spool bases). This company merged with the International Projector
Corp, with Griffin as rice—president. There were also subsidiaries.
[International Projector Corp, were, of course, the makers of the extremely
widely used Simpler and Sap-er Simpler; projectors; they were reportedly
almost exclusively in the West End of London’s cinemas in the thirties]. One
of the subsidiaries was a company named as Cinesimples Corp., Syracuse, NY.
The same area as the address on the Wall camera. Quite incidentally, in 1942-
43, Mr Griffin was president of the SMPE so he must have been quite a big
noise in the equipment game. He was also still the president of the
International Projector Corp, in the 194445 Almanac.

Could it be, perhaps that J .M. Wall was another subsidiary of
‘lnternational’? But it  was not listed in the Almanac! However, it makes
interesting speculation that Wall cameras could, possibly, have been made by
a company in the same group, and same leadership, as that which produced
the world—famous Simplex. Any further information would be welcome.

a So far all we can find is that Wall was still listed as an  independent
manufacturer of 35mm cameras in 1959.

From a recent subscriber:
I have a strong desire to finish with television and just play videos. Does the
TV detector van pick up watching videotapes?

or up The answer must be yes, although it you have no television aerial
and also have the television and VCR modified so that cannot
possibly receive broadcasts, then you do not require a television
licence. Here is what the official government information says on
the subject (from httpflwww.hrlicensina.co.uklwho.h1n_i_ on the
lnternet): '

What if I only watch videos? _
If a television or video recorder [VCR] can receive signals, ' then
you need a licence. However, you don't need a licence it the
equipment is not connected to an  aerial, satellite receiver or cable
and you only use it to watch pro-recorded tapes. This sometimes
happens in schools and colleges.

e As for whether the vans can detect when you're watching tapes, l
posed this question on the internet and had the following response:
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With a W used to watch a video tape, if no aerial is connected the TV is
still allowed to radiate sufficient Local Oscillator signal to create a f ield
strength of 56dBq at a range of three metres. This is easily enough
to be picked up by a detector van

From J. McClusky, Bolton:
Please find enclosed cheque for £16, which is my subscription for your
fantastic 405A'h'ue. I got a sample copy a couple of months ago and it has been
a life saver for my old TV and me. I bought an old Pye television; I didn’t know
the model and I couldn’t get it to work. It was driving me up the wall but when
I got 405AIiue I found the address of someone to fix my set, which he did and
he also told me my set was an LV2U from approximately 1949. Also through
the magazine I bought a modulator from Dave Grant at Dinosaur, then sent
some tapes to Dave Looser to have them converted. Now I have the pleasure of
watching classic 1950s shows on my old Pye television. ‘I could never have
done this without 405 Alive — thank you for a fantastic magazine. '

e Many thanks for your kind words, glad to hear that someone likes it!
Feedback such as is always welcome and no, we didn’t make up
this letter ourselves! ‘

From Les Rowarth, Harrow: _ _
I received my copy of 405 Alive issue 33 the other day and I would like to
make some comments:

[1) Dicky Howett's article on early British colour television on page 62
appears to have a date that is not quite right. In 1955 I was a member of the
Marconi Demonstration unit based at the Kensington Film Studio and I was
sent to Alexandra Palace to help with the sotting up of the first Marconi Image
Urthicon Colour cameras. The year was 1955 and it was before September
because this was when I joined Associated Rediflusion. I also know it was a
Friday because I was asked what sort of fish I would like for lunch in the
canteen! The months could have been April, May or June 1955.
We had two cameras one of which was mounted on a Vinten Pathfinder crane.
The BBC Design Dept provided a Jumbo colour monitor, an interesting device
with three cathode ray tubes mounted onto a filter has all in a 6ft rack. If you
looked straight into the filter boa: you could see a super colour picture but if
you were not dead centre it was very strange. There was also a telecinefslide
machine to provide another picture source. All this equipment was valve-
driven and would drift gently-in and out of registration. The other hazard was
the transmitter under the studio and we warned to leave the cameras on the
copper floor not at the edge of the studio. '

The film of the tests could have been shot in 1955 and‘as to the Studio
we were in it was most likely ‘A’ because there were still cameras in Studio B.
Perhaps somebody can improve on the month when we did the setting up in
1955.

[2] The arlicle about early television recording by Andrew Henderson
was also interesting because in 1955 Associated Rediffiision had purchased the
35mm telerecording machines which had recorded the Coronation, or so the
story went! There were two machines fitted with Cameflex cameras and in a
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separate room the 35mm Westres sep mag machines. The quality varied
depending on the incoming picture quality, but we found that for drama if we
fitted the cameras with older Image Orthicon tubes we could get a better grey
scale. The tubes were 4%" and fitted into Marconi Mark III cameras. By
juggling with the target settings and the use of the old tubes we could get very
good pictures. The major problem was that the tubes tended to ‘stick’ and the
remains of the highlights of a picture would remain. But if the camera was put
out of mechanical focus and then wiped across a EkW lamp the ‘stick’
disappeared. This required the Lighting Director to put in extra lamps if there
was not a suitable lamp in the area. The cameraman also had to be quick
because the programme although being recorded was also going out live.

The last major drama programme that was telerecorded was As I Die,
directed by-Bob Tronson in September 1953. We had l«RTE as the back—up
recording. The programme was recorded on the Saturday and Sunday, edited
and transmitted from the two EMI flying spot Telecine machines at Wembley
on the Tuesday. I was the Senior vision controller, we had fitted an extra
camera so the Director had five cameras, a black box which could take two
cameras in a permanent mix so we could super three cameras when
required. The vision miner in the studio was a Marconi A B Cut mixer, which
could only super two cameras normally.

I still have a reel of 35mm film of the programme; unfortunately there
is no Mag sound I found the reel amongst the test films in telecine when I
returned to the Wembley site in 1969 when it had become London Weekend. 1
think the quality is very good but of course I am biased.

The Ampea 1000 MFR. machines changed everything and when I moved
to Tyne Tees Television we had three machines that had been supplied by
Cintel, who were Amps): agents at the time. We had five in the studio and one
mounted in a Redford Truck. When we edited programmes, the edit points
were often found by easing up on a particular sound. This was because you
could rock the tape over the sound head put a Chinagraph mark on the tape
and convince the Director it was the right place. Then you cut the tape and
with the magic goo find the frame pulses to join the tape. We used a Smith
block and later on there was a more complex deuce yvith a spinning head and
a small scope to see the pulse for real.

Later we bought a RCA TR22 VTR machine which was fitted into an OB
unit towing its own diesel generator so it could record on the move. There
were three Marconi Mark III cameras and all the usual DB facilities plus a
Make Up area” with mirror and lights. This area was used for the storage of the
cameras on special mountings so they could be left on when on the move. This
allowed us to start shooting as soon as we arrived without the normal one—
hour warm up. The vehicle was also used on the move, which made editing
quite exciting. The vehicle was built on a Bedford coach chassis to provide a
Soft ride. The vehicle went on the air in 1962 and must have been one of the
first large GB vans capable of workingfrecording on the move.

Please use this and edit as required if you think people would be
interested. I could put something together about the early days of Associated .
Rediffusion from 1955-53 from the Vision Control or "Racks" point of view.
Also the early operational days of Tyne Tees fi‘om 1958-1969 or even the last
of the 405 line days of londonWeekend from 1969 to the end. ' y
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Dicky Hewett comments: Les was there so l can‘t argue with his
luncheon menu. However, in my defence I did gain my information trom
several sources including Mike Leeston—Smith director of those AP
colour shows and also various BBC Monographs of which no. 32, a
survey of colour states, “During the Winter of 1955-56 a regular series of
transmissions was radiated ...again oniy slides and pictures from 16mm
film was used. in the  meantime Studio A at Met-tundra Palace-had been
equipped with a single coiour camera of Marconi design and  the first
occasion on which colour pictures including scenes from the studio
were broadcast occurred on 5“,:1‘“ and 5‘“ April 1956.. .By the Autumn of
1956, studio A had been equipped with a second experimental
camera.

So there we have it, in bfack and white, from the pens of lvlr LR.
Atkins {BB-CW] Mr AR. Stanfey [BBC Engineering Division] and Mr SN.
Watson (BBC Designs Dept}. Of course, there are a lot of 'in the
meantimes' and 'By the Autumns' which leaves plenty of scope tor
wayward dates!

From Alan Hitcher], Runoorn:
In response to Gary Smith' 5 letter 111 issue 3?, page 13. The reason I thought
Laurie Johnson'5 version of  Sucu Sucu was the one used as the theme for Top
Secret was that the ITV Encyclopedia of Adventure said it was. However
the entry for the Polka Dots in The Ballad Years confirms that it was their
version [Philips PB. 1 183] that was used. From the late fifties the Polka Dots
also used their vocal talents for advertising jingles. Helping to sell, amongst
other things, Bri-Nylon, Dairy Box, Quality Street, Players Navy Cut and Kit
Kat with Alma Cogan.

Thanks to Alan Keeiing for the information about Mickey Dunne in issue 36,
page 5. He recalled some of the lyrios, which I include below in order to
further jog his memory.

Mickey Dunne he's a friend to anyone
In a tricky spot but as like as not
When the troubles through who'll be hoiding the baby _

Mickey Dunne knows a horse that should have won
Didn‘t even start broke the iockey's heart
But who's the scout who is cleaned right out

Some are bewildered by the game
Needs a shoulder to cry on downright shame
She needs a bed just to sleep on
And who's the lad who's piaying Galahad

Mickey Dunne stop and think of number one
You'll never make your pile with a friendly smile
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And an  open hand tell me what does it land  you

Some are bewildered by the game
Needs a shoulder to cry on  downright shame
She needs a bed just to sleep on
And who's the [ad who's playing Galahad
He must be raving mad

Mickey Dunne stop and  think of number one
You‘ll never make your pile with a friendly smile
And an open hand, tell me what does it land you?

a 195? Mar. HarrisiMyles Rudge, Essex Music.

From David Grant, by e-mail:
Regarding the Belling-Lee connector, the picture by the article is of the earlier
style connector [as fitted to Murphy ASE-V and 58V} —- not a convincing
demonstration of the age of the current style. So I'm still sceptical about the
premise of  60th anniversary. I still think they came out in 1946 Convince me
otherwise.

From George Windsor, by e-mail:
Just a few lines to say that I have managed to repair my 1954 Philips console
last night to the point of obtaining a raster again after 13 years and will be
working further on it as time allows. I must say I had forgotten how loud the
line whistle was! Oh the smell and noise again after all those years! I have
taken photos and will send by e—Mail once scanned.

From John Waltely, Colliers Wood:
I read with interest the article by Bruce Adams in issue 33. The 2—volt Mazda
triode tubes of the 1940s and early fills 3 did indeed suffer from heater-
cathode leaks and shorts. A 405 Alive member restoring in particular a
Murphy or Eltco receiver of this vintage will be lucky to find a tube of this type
in good condition. Type numbers for this series were CRMQl (9—inch), '
CRMIEI {12-inch} and the huge CRMIEI [15-inch]. The problem continued for
a long period and I could never understand why the engineers at the Mazda
research department at Brimsdown never solved the problem. In my arm
opinion the problem lay in the low voltage, high urn-rent heaters used in these
tubes. I think the heavy flow of current at Ellie;rs caused the heater to vibrate
within the cathode assembly, wearing anay the delicate coating insulating it
fi'fllfl the snug—fitting outer cathode. After a period a leak or short would
remove the HF portion of the video waveform, musing smearing of the picture
or in bad cases complete loss. Hence the use of the low-capacity isolation
transformer mentioned by Bruce.

With the high cost of replacement tubes this became a huge problem
for set owners and rental companies alike. I remember tallnng many years ago
to a television engineer who worked for a major television maintenance
company in the late 1940s. He told me they had to set up their own rehuflding
plant due to the huge number of premature failures. They did not ‘regun’ the
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tubes as such; the old gun was removed with great care and the
heaterfcathode assembly was dismantled, recoated and reassembled
evacuated in the normal way. It was a very good job by all accounts.

Later Mazda tubes suffered from early loss of emission and the most
annoying fault of all, a disconnected cathode connection—this would leave a
very dim unmodulated raster upon which the brilliance and contrast controls
had little if any effect. Many of the early 19-inch tubes suffered this fate and I
can remember seeing the disbelieving look on the customer’s face when you
informed him that the tube had failed on his two year-old receiver. The
CRMIQUIIIQGE. and the 23—inch versions all went the same way or lost
emission.

A friend of mine set up one of the first tube regunners in the mid 19533;
he always said that the best combination was a Mullard gun inside a Mazda-
bulb. The Manda tubes bad'tbe best screen phosphors and produced superb
quality pictures with a slight blue dot. Again the problem went on for a long
time considering all that was required was an improved spot-weld on the
cathode assembly. A sharp tap on the neck would prove the point, restoring
the picture fur a very short period. Mullard did not escape without a problem
regarding the heaterfcathode assembly used in the MW43464I69 series tubes.
a partial short in the series-connected 6.3V, 0.331 heater resulted in a voltage
drop of only three volts. The tube showed all the signs of low emission until
the set was tilted back and the neclr gently tapped; this released the offending
material, in fact it could be seen to drop as a red—hot tiny hall from within the
heater assembly. The heater then brightened up but alas for only a short while
until another hit of much again shorted part of the heater out once more.

Valve and CRT heaters don’t like ‘dirty DC’ to power them. The first
Ferguson Courier dual—standard portable used a folded version of the popular
950 series chassis. Four valve heaters were wired in the HT supply line and
only warmed up when the line stage began to draw current. This resulted in a
very slow warm up that got longer as the set began to age. The only cure was
to replace the four valves concerned. I can only think that the ‘dirty DC’ effect
somehow affected the resistance wire used for the valve heater assemblies.
The later model used a conventional mains dropper and the earlier ones were
modified. Standard AVE) meters were unable to read the ASIDE. min and gave
a reading around 4.2 volts for a 6.3-volt heater.

1 made mention of Murphy sets earlier and managed to find a model.
VZUUA, circa 1952. For those of you not familiar with the VEUOA I will explain
its strange construction. It was known as the ‘aeroplane chassis’ and this
consisted of two steel plates with the circular picture tube ((JE‘Jtllll}l
mounted through the middle. The RF unit, line timebase complete with oil—
filled transformer, sound and field timebases were built on separate chassis,
mounted back to front. The whole assembly removed from the cabinet
resembled a V2 rocket bomb from earlier dubious fame {'5‘}. It looks a good
project and I have managed to get a bright raster on the screen with very little
work. I will attempt part two soon.

During the summer I salvaged from a house that was being demolished
a rare Philips projection receiver and combined radio. It is model F00, serial
number 1116, produced around 1943 and is of massive construction. Octal
valves are used in all stages other than the IF unit, where we find the EFED. It
is very clean and powers up, producing a defocussed spot on switch—off due to
the lack of line drive. Can any member help with any service data for this
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model [all expenses paid}? It uses two large chassis and will be difficult to
trace components without some help. [Contact John on 0181—542 3861, fair.
0181—540 $632 or write to 103 High Street, Colliers Wood, [ondon SW19 2BT]

Last but- not least... can readers guess why a heavy goods vehicle
licence is a great advantage to a vintage television enthusiast? Anmver: you get
to drive dustcarts!

I was going to have John quietly certified but then he  threw in this
interesting final remark:

I was thinking that the 405 Alive magazine would go down in history as the
only reference book written by the original ‘hands—on’ people. It’s great to see
such a good following from interested members.

MISSING BELIEVED WIPED 98
Good news! There will be an MBW presentation this year otter all and
what’s more, the line-up looks like beating all previous sessions. Date:
Saturday 1?“ October, times: MED-20.30 with an  intermission; location:
National Film Theatre, South Bank, London, SE1 BTi. {01T1-815 151M}.
Advance booking is essential; these showings are always sell-outs.

There’s a strong Rediiiusion theme this year. . .  provisional
contents include an  Ideal Home special of the A—R advertising
magazine Erin’s ion from 1961, a BBC evening news broadcast from
1958, the  A—R pop show CooiFor Cars; Steproe at San 'lvien of Property';
a Rediiiusion play of 1%? directed by the now-famous Ridley Scott, and
the  Redifiusion thriller Object .E’ ‘Meteor’. The second session is
devoted to crime... the sole surviving Murder Bag from 1958 the Z
Cars episode ’Contraband’ a lost Fabian of the Yard ( Robbery at the
Museum } and a Saber of tondon.

NEW CD
Spotted in a Northampton record shop: a pretty awful CD for £4 (it’s a
budget iabel job and E4 is what it's worth]. It's called W TIMES and
contains “411 favourites irom the small screen" (in other words cover
versions of programme themes, played on a Bontempi organ or some
cheap synthesised). The redeeming glory is the cover photo — a sharp
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photo of an ivory Retrovisor television. This was Radiocraft’s re-creation
of the Bush W22, a product that is now probably rarer than the sets it
was modelied on. The CD is :2: 1?98 production from Castle
Communications, number MAC CD 366.

TSW IN  PERIL
Plymouth‘s unique film archive could be lost to the city forever unless it
can find a new home, it is reported. In January, the TSW Film and
Television Archive must move out of its basement home in the Foot s
Bowden building at Berry's Cross, when its lease runs out. The archive,
a charity that looks after footage from the defunct TSW and Westward
T‘y' stations, plus material dating from 1398, faces splitting the collection
if a solution is not found.

BRUSSELS EXHIBITION
The bank Gemeentekrediet is mounting a unique exhibition in its
Gallery in 'Passage 44', Blvd Botanique 44 in Brussels {near the
Nieuwstraot on the Rogierpfein side, a short distance from the North
Station] from 15 September to 15 December 1993. It is open from
Tuesday through to Sunday from 11am to 6pm {closed Mondays and
holidays}. The exhibition, covering an area of 600 square metres,
features an enormous amount of historical communication apparatus,
mostly concerned with telegraphs of the 1?th century, some items
shown for the first time. Special attention is also given to wireless
telegraphy, with emphasis on Marconi apparatus [e.g. coherer,
magnetic detector, 10—inch induction coif, multiple tuner, etc.).

Some EDD of the 600 items on display are from the collection of
well-known collector Fons 'v'anden Berghen. In addition, a number of
exceptional items are on loan from the CNAM {Collection National des
Arts et Metiers de France], the PTT Museums of the Netherlands,
Belgium and France, various university museums (Aachen, Ghent,
Antwerp, Liege, Defft and Leuven} and from fellow collectors. An
annotated catalogue will be available.

Those with access to the internet can admire many of the
exhibits by visiting hum? Wcrr3.cany'~gsravewi’onsrhaagesf
fons_ museumhtmf

I'lIE‘Ifllr HOME VIDEO RELEASES
The following tapes have been released on 1tl'HS by NetworkISound <5:
Media Ltd, part of the Virgin group of companies. They shoufd be
availabie in [or through} most video shops.
Charley Says, T951fl95 {animated public information films].
Charley Live, T951109 [live action public information films).
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The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe vols. 14 ,  i951091-i'951094
(twelve episodes on four tapes of this children’s series shown on the
BBC in 1965.
Catwealle vols. 1 8: 2, F9511U4 and F9511'fl5 [six episodes of this LWT
children's programme first shown in 19mm.
Space Patrol vafs. 1-3, ?951iflU-?951102 ("the rediscovered sixties
classic unseen for more than thirty years”). Each tape contains four
episodes of this space series in the Gerry Anderson mould, shown
originally on ITV. Remarkably Joe Michael Stroczynski, creatorfproducer
of the programme Babyfon 5, is quoted on the sleeve notes as saying
"my favourite show as a kid, bar none" although cynics will assume
that he was almost certainly referring to -the American show of the
same name and not Roberto Leigh’s British production.

SPACE PATROL starring Ed Hemmer as Commander Buzz Corey
and [ya Osborn as Cadet Happy; not to be confused with SPACE
PATROL starring a bunch of marionelles!

The lie-Discovered Sisties Ciassic
Ursssn For Hare Than Thircy Tears
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IlrlE‘ll'llr VINTAGE VIDEO TAPE
A bookshop in London (Politicos, telephone [HEW-323 [1010) is compiling
a video tape of portv political broadcasts on  television, going right
back to the verv first examples in the earlyr 1950s. More details when
we have them; it was due for issue as we went to press.

TELEvisron BANNED IN AFGHANISTAN
As reported bv Waveguide during Julv:

The Taliban government in Afghanistan has banned television,
and residents have been given 15 days to get rid of oi l  television sets,
satellite receivers and video recorders. Those found with receivers after
the period of grace has expired will have them destroyed and  thev wiil
be punished bv law. Afghanistan's television service was closed down
in 1996 by the Taliban government for fear it would corrupt societv, but
manv residents have been receiving direct broadcasts bv satellite.

ALF GARNETT CREATOR JOHHN‘I" SPEIGHT DIES
The writer, Johnny Speight —- creator of the television character, Alf
(Barnett — has died, after a short illness, at T8. He  revolutionised T‘v‘
comedv with his creation of the bigoted Londoner, who made his first
appearance in Till Death Us Do Part in 1965.

Mr Speight died at his Hertfordshire home. He had been
suffering from cancer. His other credits included writing —for the
Morecombe and  Wise Show, Peter Sellers and  Martv Feldman. ,
' BBC Ceefax, 5'l1 Julvr 199B.

lAi'tIIB CHOP PUPPETEER SHARI LEWIS DIES
Shari Lewis, who enchanted children with a spirited, squeaky-voiced
sock puppet named Lamb Chop, has died of cancer at 65. The Emmv
winning entertainer, diagnosed with uterine cancer in June, developed
pneumonia while receiving chemotheropv. Miss Lewis left TV in the
19605 but returned with the children's series tomb Chops Pray-Arong.
She stopped production in Canada six weeks ago so she could begin
treatment. '

BBC Ceefax, 4‘“ August 1993.

Bv the wov, Zleremalr Rogers points out: "She didn‘t leave W in the 19603;
The Shari .{ewris Showwas made by the BBC between 1969 and  19%.”

PETER FAIRlEY
Peter Fairlev died in August at the age of 6?. Peter was a science
correspondent with ITN and contributed to their coverage of NASA‘s
Apolio moon missions.
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TAKE A BOW!
Congratulations to 405 Aliver and APTS archivist Simon l.r'aughan, who
secured a First in his universitv results. In addition to this, his
dissertation received an  'A+'.

FEEDBACK: SURVIVING FEE-WAR BRITISH TElE'll'tSION SETS
The T'vr that Baird brought to Australia in 1959 for demonstrations [which
were cut short bv the war] is in the  1|v'ictorian Science Museum. It looks
a lot like a post-war Murphv V49. The switch is a channel selector,
obviouslv it's the svstem switch to select either Baird 240 lines or EMI
405 lines. Apparentiv the set turned up at RMIT Universitv in t9??, its
whereabouts having been unknown since Baird hurried back to
England.

Wenlock Burton, Melbourne, Australia.

A few more pre—war sets to add to the list of known survivors:
Two Murphv ASBV 9" televisionr'rodio
One Murphv 9" console, giass front under controls
One 12" Bairdr'Bush console oi WEB
One 6" HMV table model televisiorv'radio
One monster HMN mirror-viewed + radio + gram
Two HMV consoles television + radio [diiferent models}
One ROD television + gram + radio, works oniv, cabinet was full of
woodworm.
Sorryr about some of the model numbers missing; most of these sets are
not easyr to get at.

This was sent in bv a reader in Kent;
to protect his privacv we have not printed his name.

AMAIING REVELATION IN THE mro TIMES
From an interview with Murrav Walker in the Radio iiirtes, 11'“—1 2"“ Iulv:
floor is your first memory of television or radio?
Sylvia Peters reading the news on rodio, back in the thirties.

...Amozing — before she was born probablv. Does nobodv
at the Radio fibres actuallv check the drivel theyr print?

Love!y Sylvia Peters pictured
(if-screen with her husband: TV
producer Kenneth Milne-Buckley.
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sour renews
ENTERTAINERS IN BRITISH FILMS: A CENTURY OF SHOWBIZ
IN THE CINEMA, by Denis Gifford. Published by Flicks Books, I988
at £40.00. ISBN 09489“ 16X. 340 pages.

Variety, they tell us, is dead—and if modern television didn’t murder it, it
certainly managed to assist at its suicide; but, lest we forget, during a large
part of this century singers and dancers and comedians, jugglers,
contortionists bird impressionists and all manner of extraordinary performers
did dominate the entertainment scene on Britain’s stages, radios and screens.
Though perhaps gone and (possibly) forgotten now, many hundreds of
artistes, both stars and ‘specialities’ were, in fact filmed at some point during
their careers, and happily preserved for posterity either in feature films or
guest appearances in newsreels and variety shorts.

Tracking down information on these appearances, however, has always
been a tricky business — standard reference books pay little attention to "full
supporting programme”, archives are patchy and even the august British Film
Institute, have little on file {‘is it art’??} so we must all doff our hats in
gratitude to Denis Gifford for compiling “Entertainers in British Films” an
invaluable work of reference, that succeeds in plugging one of the last great
gaps in our historical knowledge.

Flipping through a random selection of pages in the middle of the book,
one swiftly encounters entries for Dan Leno, The Luton Silver Prise Band,
Humphrey Lyttelton, Mary Millington, The Mindbenders, Joseph Muscant’s
Dance Band and Anna Neagle, demonstrating quite well just how broad the
scope of this work really is. Each of the nearly 4,000 artistes is given a full
filmography plus listing of musical performances [Mary Millington exceptedIJ,
and there’s even a handy alphabetical song index at the end of the book giving
enthusiasts with dodgy memories, the opportunity to figure out a film title,
working from the other direction!

This is a work that has to be on the shelf of every self—wepecting film
researcher and enthusiast of British cinema, music or popular culture. If there
is a single flaw to be found in this book, it is the price tag, and the sheer
volume of information, and significance to our lives justifies every penny!

Alex Gleason

PLEASE STAND B‘I'", by Michael Ritchie. Published by the Overlook
Press and to be found in Foyles bookshop and Tower Records in
London. Paperback, 246 pages, illustrated, ii I l.99. ISBN 0-079.“-
6 l5 - l .

Please Stand By is a recently published book by American film director
Michael Ritchie. It attempts to chronicle the early history of television up to
1943. It is only partially successful in doing this. Trying to appeal to the
general public and the enthusiast {the book being designed for a wide-ranging
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readership} is a difficult tight-ope to negotiate and a difficult task. Ritchie puts
a rather severe slant on the development of American television, with a few
nods to foreign competitors (mostly the BBC]. The title is derived from the
American card that was the equivalent of ‘Normal Service 1Will Be Resumed
As Soon As Possible’.

At first glance the American details seem to be well researched,
however on more familiar ground (for me at least} the British details border
on the inaccurate. To paraphrase some examples of Ritchie’s; EM] copied RCA
patents to develop their electronic systems {both systems were developed
independently}. The first BBC drama is a film clip of Laurence Olivier in As
You Like It (this was a commercial film release and nothing to do with the
BBC). Baird is a rather hapless tinkerer who tries outlandish experiments such
as one using human eyes {a well known ‘shaggy dog story’ from the
imaginative Baird]. Britain declares war on Nazi Germany on 1st September
1939 - ‘Black Friday’ {It was the following Sunday morning]. Such randomly
picked details throw the accuracy of the book in a rather bad light, especially
in comparison with superlative works such as Bruce Norman's Here’s
Looking At You. That said, the Ainerican details are (with some
reservations] on more solid ground. An annoying tendency to describe events
with some added dramatic embroidery 1s regrettable.

Taking all the British'maccuracies into account, the hook is still good
value for money and an entertaining read. Some faschiating photographs litter
the insert pages. But please don’t expect a definitive history, just an
enthusiastic meander through some highly coloured early TV events.

Andrew R. Henderson

ELECTRONIC CLASSICS: COLLECTING, RESTORATION &
REPAIR, written by Andrew Emmerson and published by Hewnes at
£19.99. ISBN 0-1306-3183-9, paperback, 4 i  3 pages, illustrated.

Another entertaining and instructional volume from Andrew Emmerson, the
man who brought you the Sound 8: Vision Year Book, Old Telephones
and a recently published novelty item, Old Television.

- Electronic Classics is the fulfilment of the above books, written as
always, in Andrews accessible and faintly ironic style. The book is presented
in easily digestible chunks and covers a great deal of essential ground. Whole
sections — illustrated with photographs, line drawings and period
advertisements — are devoted to the restoration of television sets, radios,
telephones, boatanchors, (you name it), with tips and advice gleaned from
experts. Other sections deal with Dealers (and their secretsl], Fakes [and how
to spot them], Buying and Selling plus an exhaustive (and exhausting] chapter
on how to package an electronic treasure for safe postal delivery [and
everything you ever wanted to know about bubble wrap!). Included also in the
book are lists of Fairs, Markets, Auctions, Clubs, Museums, Magazines plus
much else of particular interest to the aspiring or established collector.
Electronic Classics is a comprehensive and essential addition to the book
collection of the discerning enthusiast.

Dicky Howett
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TWQ PERIOD FILM REVIEWS
Contributed by Denis Gifi'ord and spotted in the February and
September l935 editions respectively of the Monthly Film Bulletin.
These two films were shown on BBC television on or number of
occasions in l936.

B.B.C. DRUITW’ICH. {Great Britain]. 1935. 621.396.?12
35mm S-on—F. [flam]; 16 mins. 1,400ft. 2 reels.

Certificate : Censor’s Certificate “U.”
Production: Produced by John Grierson [G.P.0. Film Unit}. Directed by R. H.
Watt. Commentary spoken by A. S. Hibherd.
Descnption: Direct photography, with some spoken commentary early in the
film, all the sound being post—synchronised.
Purpose: General Post Office propaganda,
Distributors: Zenifilms. _
Conditions of supply: At present available for theatrical distribution only.

Contents: Finding possible sites for the new long-wave broadcasting station,
erecting trial masts and making tests of each before the final decision. Station
strength “contours” of the Droitwich site. Building the station. Water for
cooling the valves; conductivity of the subsoil. Erection of the TOD-foot masts
Arrival and assembly of plant; the Diesels; connections to control room.
Testing the station— view of one of the huge valves starting the Diesels. The
conclusion is a pictorial resume of the finished station accompanied by rapidly
succeeding excerpts of various types of broadcasts.

Criticism: It has all the merits of the G.P.O. Unit’s productions, as well as the
shortcomings—— which, for educational purposes, are due to a desire to interest
general audiences rather than students. This gives it a wider interest, but it
also means that it covers a great deal of ground and raises points in a dramatic
and interesting fashion to which a lecturer or teacher could devote several
subsequent periods. There are tivo genuine thrills in the picture — the first-is
the erection of the masts, with views from the tops the second is when the
restless camera makes its only prolonged pause in front of any object, with an
alternator taken end-on standing square and stolid in the middle of the frame,
dramatised only by the sound of the machine getting up to speed.

Suitability: A teaching film for University and Adult Classes. A general film
for all over 14. Could he used for Applied Technology or General Science
instruction. - _
Grade: I. D. F. R.

B.B.C.: THE VOICE OF BRITAIN. [Great Britain]. 1935, 621.396.
35a S-on—F. {flamJ| 5,035 ft. 56 mins. '
Certificate: Censors’ Certificate “A,” - .
Production: Produced by the G.P.0. Film Unit, under the direction of John
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Grierson and Stuart Legg.
Description: Direct photography with spoken commentary and musical and

other background effects.
Distributors: G-B. Equipments.
Conditions of Supply: (in application to the distributors.

Contents: An impressionistic survey of broadcasting in this country, opening
with the Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard and the Morning Service and concluding with
Big Ben striking the hour of midnight—but taking cross sections across a wide
period of time instead of following the simple time-sequence of a single day.
No'esplauation is attempted of the workings of the B.B.C.; we are merely
presented with a continuous series of brief glimpses of broadcasters and staff-
officials in action, dissolved smoothly Into one another and varied with
occasional shots of listeners. Included are The King and Queen, Mr. Lansbury,
Mr. MacDonald, Mr. Baldwin, Low, Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells. G. K.
Chesterton, Commander King-Hall, Clapham and Dwyer at rehearsal, Nina
Mae McKinney, Henry Ball and his Band, Dr. Adrian Boult' conducting
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, an S. 0 .  S. reaching a trawler at sea, and an
outside broadcast of the boat-race shown taking place. (if the officials, Sir
John Keith is represented by his voice only; he himself is not seen. Noise-
effects also are shown being made in the studio. During the broadcasting of
the Children’s Hour we are given views of children of different social grades
listening-in and later on, during the playing of the late dance—music [by Henry
Hall), we are taken through the streets and eventually shown what is intended
to be a typical domestic scene at a suburban villa, with father, mother and
young son inside and daughter saying good-bye to a boy companion at the
gate. -

Criticism: A pleasant film from an entertainment point of view, but with no
vast profundity of implication and providing us with no special insight into
broadcasting or the methods of the B.B.C.-. The impressionistic sequence of
events is at times rather disturbing, as it is difficult to know exactly what is
happening or why. From the purely documentalyaspect the film seems really
rather thin, and the inserted suburban sequence at the end is slow and not
particularly convincing it could he excised without loss. The interest is largely
maintained throughout by the actual characters presented.
A. V. -

itHiflliJflN now
Watch 1With Mother exhibition at the Dudley Museum and Art
Gallery. Runs until 28th November. Visited by David and fill
Probert.

Suitable for children of all ages — and readers of 405 Alive! —— this small
exhibition of children’s TV puppets and models makes a nice journey into
nostalgia, or is it childhood? Fairly small by some standards, covering two
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rooms, but with a varied collection of puppets and animation models, plus
some original art work, it’s fairly interesting. And with those magic words Free
admission it’s worth a short visit if you get the chance. Covering items from
the era of Muffin the Mule {sadly he was only on show near the start} to the
Teletubhies, there is quite a variety of items on show.

With nearly all of the original Woodentops, plus Sooty, The Wombles and
The Herbs, it’s quite fun to see how they now look after all this time. If you are
a fan of Trumpton, they are there too, as is the tortoise from Bill and Ben,
Items from Rainbow and Rosie and Jim, and who remembers Channel Four’s
Pob? You will find Rupert and friends from ITC’s lg’tfls production using
marionettes; so sadly neglected these days The Adventures of Rupert the
Bear, many episodes of which may have disappeared for some reason
according to reference books! The original Teddy from Andy Pandy to name
but a few, also Bertha, which at the time of writing was being repeated.

Not all the items on show are puppets and models; you also have some
artwork too — Mr Benn and. King Rollo, but the Captain Pugwash artwork has
to be seen to be believed, with cardboard levers all over the place! And for fans
of Piplcins you have Hartley Hare too — surely the campest children’s
character ever? — but no doubt someone else knows better.

So if you feel ‘young’ or  just want to educate yourself, for free, visit Dudley
soon.

Address: Dudley Museum and Art Gallery, St James Road, Dudley, West
Midlands, DY1 1H U. Telephone 01334—8155?5. Open Mondays to Saturdays,
Iflam to 5pm, but not on Bank Holidays.

Sooty as you may not remember him - advertising 0X0
back in the early days of ITV
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BERN/Hill WHKJES fPiAllS
This article was sent in five years ago and has only just surfaced...
apologies!

The article Teletalit by Malcolm Barrel] in the Summer 1993 edition was a
revelation. To discova that there are other people who aemally dig their cum graves
and prepare their own minefields was a thrill beyond compare. Ihad always hoped that
we could start a club (tie designed by Dicky Hewett?) and that 1 could be president,
but now I realise there is someone much more fitted for that office than I. Here is a
man who mined things with such consummate dedication that I am not even fit to
clean his shoes.

In homage to Malcolm B. and “ifllout wishing to become a contender I other a
couple of my own self-constructed pitfalls.

Freezily done
It was a normal schools transmission from Studio E, Lime Grove and I was set
to show how water, when sufficiently cooled, changes from a liquid to a solid;
all good educational stuff.

It was before the era of ‘Here’s one I prepared earlier’ and so we
couldn’t ask the presenter to take a specimen from the fridge. Instead I
arranged for hire to pour a beaker of “rater onto a chunk of super-cooled mild
steel. It worked fine. The steel, cooled by dry-ice, was at a temperature way
below freezing and the water, flowing over the surface, froze instantly.

During the lunch break I placed the steel on the studio floor, put a fresh
block of dry—ice on the top and covered the two with sacks.

Ten minutes into transmission I uncovered my experiment, removed
the dry—ice — and found the metal plate frozen to the floor.

All attempts to remove it failed and as the seconds ticked away I went
through a pantomime of urgent hand—signals. I got the cameraman to tip his
camera to an almost impossible inclination and handed the water to the
presenter three inches above the floor.

It 5 possible that the director never knew his shot list had been re-
arranged, but he must have wondered why the laboratory bench bad suddenly
become covered in footprints.

Whose bright idea?
Testing a powerful Brock’s rocket for Quatermuss 2, Jack Kine [another
member of the club} and I strapped it to a heavy wooden cartwheel which was
lying around on the old White City site. Lighting the fuse, we retired to a safe
distance.

The rocket fired like a jet engine and the wheel began to spin. It quickly
twisted onto its rim and took off across the open site like The Great
Panjandrum. It smashed into the boundary wall and the rocket, now 11n—
encumbered, flew down Wood Lane at about bead height, exploding in a
brilliant display of blue lights in the vicinity of White City underground
station. In my defence I must point out that these were only rehearsals
for the really great cock-ups that came later.

Bernard Wilkie
Member of the ‘I’m a Plonker’ club.
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Dicky Hewett writes: This is one at RCA's earliest electronic
cameras and looks very much like an Emitren! The viewfinder i s  on
the tap looking into a mirror reflection at the mosaic.
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Illicltyr Howett's Boa Brownie snapped this Marconi Ml: i l l  on
Iocotion in The Moll in 1963. Note the long directionoi mic
ottoched to the top of the camera. The zoom lens is o TTI-I Studio
1'Il'urotol Mk2.

reusing eons rig-r
loo Brown

Until a few years ago, little had been recorded of the history and development
of radar. Although a great many hooks 'had touched on the subject, and few
books about the Battle of Britain do not make mention of the vital
contribution of radar to British success, the authors of such books invariably
gave an inaccurate account Similarly, aviation museums gave little, if any,
Space in their displays for radar equipment, concentrating almost solely on
aircraft Little interest was expressed in the technology which made it
impossible for the aircraft on display to achieve success in combat and little, if
anything, was being done to record the history of radar accurately.

It was against this background that the Historical Radar Archive was set up in
February 1990 by Squadron Leader Mike Dean, MBE, based on years of
research prior to that point The aims of the Archive are to preserve radar
history, enhanoe museum facilities, the co—ordination of research and
hardware preservation and to promote interest in radar history.
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Eight years down the line and the Historical Radar Archive continues to carry
out this work. It has preserved a tremendous amount of information held in
private hands and thus potentially in danger of being desll'oyed. The collecfion
of the Historical Radar Archive now consists of tens of thousands of period
photographs, interviews and correspondence with thousands of radar
veterans, several hours of historical film, etc. The Archive also contains copies
of many hundreds of official fiies that provide the definitive account of the
history of radar. The Archive now has a larger collection on radar than many
official archives, such as the Imperial War Museum. The author has, for
example, around 600 photographs of wartime ground radar stations in
Scotland. As a result of this extensive collection, the Historical Radar Archive
has become a focus for researchers and individuals interested in radar history.
Enquiries have been received from the north of Shetland to the south coast of
England and from Canada, the United States and New Zealand, as well as
many other countries. The Archive is glad to do what it can to co-ordinate
research and to help promote interest in the subject and has been able to help
many individuals and organisations {including voluntary socielies and
government bodies] with their queries. It should he mentioned, however, that
the Historical Radar Archive consists of only a few researchers, funding their
work from their personal incomes. This has to pay the considerable costs of
copying photographs and documents, correspondence, conducting interviews,
etc. Consequently, it is essential that any letters include a stamped, addressed
envelope; they cannot be answered otherwise.

The research which contributes to the Archive is an ongoing process and any
material relevant to the Historical Radar Archive is always welcome. Any
official records, photographs, unit records, personal documentation {such as
unit Christmas menus, passes, etc), personal accounts, etc, are all gratefully
received, whether it is a donation to the Archive or on loan to be copied. If you
served on radar, or have information about the history of radar, please contact
the Historical Radar Archive at the address below and help preserve this
vitally important part of our history.

Ian Brown, Historical Radar Archive, 3 Kingsmuir Crescent, Peebles,
Scotland, EH45 9A3. Tel: fll?21—?23597, e-mail: Ian Broum HRA@msn.eom

Fans cur WQRKSHQP
Practical Hints and Tips by Tudor Gudlliam-Rees

RESISTDRS — boring carbon and wirewound thingies inside radios
and  ampl ifie r s .  They don't appear  to do  much  — but by goliy don  ‘t
they cause t rouble?!?  So wha t  awful t h ings  happen  to these du l i
basic l umps  of carbon o r  wire?

Carbon resiStors are widely used in rad ios  and  usua l ly  with age  o r
be ing  overloaded (back to those leaky capacitors aga in ! )  increase
dramatically in va lue .  Sometimes this increase is not important;
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there is, normally, no  need to change grid leak A‘v‘C feed or
resistors in other low current applications unless the value has
increased many hundreds of per cent. I have known of collectors
change every resistor because they were outside the  original 20%
tolerance — there is just no need to do this! However, screen- grid
feed, oscillator anode cathode bias resistors plus others that have
to work hard for a living and pass a few milliarnps upwards can
cause problems with low gain, instability, oscillation, etc. if their
value has changed. It does no  harm to go around with an  ohmmeter
(set power off and HT discharged if you want  to keep your meter).
Also a good idea to measure the volts and compare to the circuit
(do allow for the high ohms per volt of modern meters, i.e. higher
readings in  certain positions). Carbon resistors usually cannot be
repaired — but modern resistors, being so small ,  can be placed
inside o r  against the body if so wished to maintain originality.

Another quite common resistor problem is the production of noise,
such as hiss (particularly in audio amplifiers) and crackles —
sometimes very hard to crack down. Using a hair  drier o r  the
printed circuit freezer aerosol call help in location. If you re trying to
‘ improve' on distortion figures in  valve equipment,  modern resistors
can help tremendously with the readings bu t  as to whether it wil l
sound any better I doubt.

Wirevvound resistors are usually employed in a position of power
— literally — for instance as mains droppers (burning card backs and
cabinets} dissipating watts galore. Generally speaking they are very
reliable and maintain thei r  resistance value, but when they fail it is
usually completely and repair pretty well impossible (although wi th
some of the older type of mains droppers with exposed elements a
mechanical repair can he sometimes effected —. but tends to be only
a temporary affair if attempted, the wire fail ing again at another
point quite soon). Replacement can "be difficult but  there is usually
some compromise that can be reached with modern components.
Experiments with silicon diodes o r  barretters can also be useful with
ACIDC sets.

In many early radios a bank of resistors o r  a long tube-tapped
wirewound resistor are used as potential dividers across the HT l ine.
If one section i s  broken a modern wirewound resistor - watts
calculated by Ohm's law — can be secreted away on the component.

a A goodly selection of vintage and new components i s  available
from SAVOY HILL PUBLICATIONS, 50  Heddon Street, Bideford,
EX39 ZEQ (0123?--,42428{} fax [1123?l 424280).
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Behind The Cameras, Ho. 3

Wf‘fl’ffl
Dicky Howett continues his series about television hardware and
presents a history of the ubiquitous image orthicon television
camera, the Pye -Mk 3

To put it frankly, the Pye Mk 3 three-inch image orthicon camera was just a
fraction too clever for its own good. For starters, it did things no other
teleyision camera could. For its time [1951], the camera was technologically
way ahead of the competition. For example, the camera could be totally
remote— controlled. An engineer sitting in the gallery or 0B van could swing _
the lens turret, change the lI‘lS and pull the focus, all with the aid of knobs,
wheels and push buttons. Also, with the aid of dedicated attachments, the
camera could be made to tilt 30 degrees above, and 40 degrees below
horizontal as well as pan 280 degrees. About the only task the camera
couldn’t perform was make the tea and change its own valves. Remember, this
was still the era of valve-driven electronics. A time when your average
industrial computer had so many electron tubes it could have fitted
comfortably the length of Coronation Street itself. in fact up at Granada a1Waive Tale was told of how a television cameraman cooked his breakfast using
solely the furnace-like heat radiating from a large camera control unit.
(Actually, this apocryphal story ran throughout television, each studio
substituting its own engineer, in turn varying the amounts of bacon and
eggs!}.

Meanwhile back at Pye, the idea of a fully automatic television camera
found little favour with British broadcasters. It was assumed—perhaps
correctly—that too many things could go wrong. Also, understandably,
cameramen were a little wary of any sort of job-destroying technology.
However, the Pye Mk 3 camera soon overcame this prejudice [the jobs of
cameraman were safe, at least for the next 29 years] and eventually the camera
became very popular.

Essentially, the Pye Mk 3 was a compact 3—inch image orthicon, four—
lens monochrome television camera developed with a large eye on the export
market. There were two basic models — the 2G28, which ran 405 lines, and
the 2014 which ran 525 and 625 line standards. A further, switchable version
(the 2014E] could cope with an extra standard of 819 lines for French and
Belgian television.

At the front end of the camera, the turret and lenses had some
interesting and unique features. The [11-inch] turret itself was constructed
with a peripheral ball race to withstand the strain imposed by the largest lens.
Lens changing was accomplished by a motor drive in the turret controlled by a
selector switch at the rear of the camera. When set in motion the turret rotated
until the selected lens was in position. The turret then locked in place
automatically. {The ‘talting’ lens was—looking from the front—at bottom left
This was indicated helpfully by a bold red arrow]. The time it tool: to change
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from one lens to one adjacent was Illa seconds. To a lens opposite, the time
was 2% seconds {this speed could seem glacially slow to some cameraman
used to manual turrets, swung in half the time). Nevertheless, a motorised
turret was a useful labour—saving device, especially on outside broadcasts
where the weight of  a 40—inch telephoto lens on a manual turret could easily
break a wrist.

The lens mounting plates for the Pye Mk 35 were unique to the camera.
These plates were quite heavy {approx lyhkg even with the lens barrel
removed] and they were attached to the turret by locating pins and secured by
large knurled nuts. The lenses {Watson or Dallmeyer in Britain)I were
manufactured with a special aperture barrel that connected by cogged teeth to
a central cogged motorised iris wheel. The iris on all four lenses could then, as
mentioned, he controlled from the gallery—or on override—by the cameraman
himself. Also, the lens mount had a built-in resistor that through metal
sensors, automatically came into circuit. Because the focus control was
entirely servo-operated, file image orthicon tube could be positioned correctly
in relation to any particular lens. In other words, the picture tube was
automatically racked back or forth to maintain focus, compensating for the
change in focal length after each turret change.

Image focussing was performed by large hand—operated wheels situated
at either side of the camera, with a switch selecting left or right or ‘Remote’. As
the focussing was electrical the picture tube [and the focus} would remain
locked irrespective of the camera angle of tilt {cameras with manual focussing
—especially the weighty Marconi Mk Ill—meant that the cameraman had to
hang on to his controls otherwise the LO. tube could rush headlong, due to
gravity, resulting in a nasty and possibly costly ‘clunk’l.

The Pye Mk 3 had a fixed 5—inch viewfinder that together with the servo
unit could be swung upwards and outwards away from the camera for ease of
maintenance. Flying leads could be attached to allow adjustments to be
performed whilst the camera was running. The camera had an all-up weight of
43kg, which for its size was somewhat heavy. In fact, as the author can attest,
the Pye Mk 3 is quite a little weight to lug around.

Heavy weight or not, the camera was a' success in Europe, the Middle
East (Iraq), the Far East [Thailand] and particularly the USA where it was
marketed by an outfit called General Precision laboratory Inc who re-badged
the camera with an identical ‘PYE’ badge shape bearing the letters ‘GPL’ (the
1953 edition of the American book by Rudy Bretz, Techniques of
Television Production, refers to the Pye camera only as the GPL. But by
the second edition in 1962, Bret: correctly and belatedly identifies the Pye
camera g a Pye camera (for good measure, Bret: includes also three further
models of British camera, the EMI 203, The Marconi Mk N and the Pye Mk 5.
Of course by 1962, British monochrome television cameras hadconquered the
world!).

Returning to 1951, the BBC commissioned from Pye an 0B unit
equipped with three Mk 3 cameras and this unit first went into action on
November 14th, covering a London snooker tournament at Leicester Square
Hall. The Television Newsreel of the time described the camera with typical
BBC understatement as being “...of new design; it’s a step to doing away with
the cameraman altogether...in reality this will only happen if the camera—
space is too restricted to allow for a cameraman to fit ...”
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Reassuring stuff, especially for obese cameramen. The commentary went on to
add, “...it {the camera} will give a picture much the same as all other outside
broadcast cameras now in use.”

In fact the Pye Mk 3 would have produced somewhat hetter pictures.
However, it matched well with the Marconi Mk I {and 1B] camera, then in BBC
DB use.

The original casing of the Pye Mk 3 camera {two-tone blue} had nothing
much in the way of ventilation. There was just a single internal fan to keep the
components at a stable temperature. later versions of the camera-casing had
various sloping external vents and a so-called ‘eirport’ type had a double fan
arrangement [you- can spot the double-fan types of Pye Mk 3 camera because
they have oblong ‘tin sheds’ onthe top). also on the original models, the
‘artiste’ cue lamps were just a couple of small red lights situated on both sides
of the turret at the top. Later came varieties of topamounted one light which
were actually familiar car brake lights of the time {wedge or dome shape} from
Lucas {why invent it if you can buy if off the shelf at Halford’s?].

The BBC equipped two regions with Pye Mk 35 for outside broadcast
use and also for a certain amount of ‘roll-in’ studio work. Scotland had MCR
(Mobile Control Room} 11 and the West of England had MCE. 12, each 1with

three Pye cameras (when the Scottish CB unit came down to augment the 1953
Coronan'on outside broadcast camera force, one of their vans, situated at Hyde
Park displayed proudly the BBC Scottish Region ‘fiag’ just to keep up morale).

Ho BBC London studio was ever equipped with Pye Mk 3s. The reason
for this was technical prejudice. The BBC in the early nineteen fifties was not
at all keen on 3-inch image orthioon tuba'for-‘serious’ studio work, preferring
Photicons, Pesticons or the more ‘photographic’ CPS Emitrons. Image
orthicon pick-up tubes were tolerated at the BBC only for their high sensitivity
and consequent valuable use in low-light CB situations. The exact opposite
was true for commercial television. It started transmitting using only image
orthiconsl When ATV began in 1955 it was run exclusively on Pye Mk 3s. Pyes
were installed at ATV’s Wood Green Empire, the Hackney Empire, Highbury
Studios, and the Foley Street Master Control presentation studio. AWs GB
fleet was all Pye and there are many photographs showing Pye Mk 3 cameras
in action, some installed at the London Palladium for that popular Sunday
night variety show. Granada Television equipped its fleet of "Travelling Eyes’
with Pyes and when ‘Studio 4’ in Manchester opened for local programming,
Pye 35 were wheeled in (the Beatles’ first television appearance—IQBE— in
Studio 4 was captured by Granada’s Pye cameras). Then there was the Chelsea
Palace in London from whence came ‘Chelsea at Nine’ and ‘The Army Game’,
again using Pye Mk 3 cameras. _ _

{Continuing the subject of technical prejudice it must be noted that a 3-
inch image orthicon—sourced picture had a tendency to look ‘embossed’ or
white-edged. This factor probably helped at the receiving end, given the
generally poor picture reproduction quality of some home receivers. IT‘iFr
studio pictures thus tended to have a grainy, bright, ‘dynamic’ appearance
over the arguably softer non-image orthicon BBC pictures].

1TH, Scottish Television, ABC W and Anglia Television all used Pyes
[Anglia’s little give—away booklet from 1959 Anglia Television—The
Creation of a Station features many pictures of Pye Mk 3s on the job as it
were]. It’s a tribute to the good robust design and longevity of the equipment
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that most of commercial television’s Pye cameras were still running [all on
405 lines] right up to the advent {in 1969} of all-channel colour television.

The Pye Mk III camera was withdrawn from sale in 1960 after an
estimated world-wide sale of 250 units. So where are these Pye Mk 3 cameras
now? Do any survive? The answer to that is yes, and in some quantity. For all
those telly camera detectives on the hunt for relics, the BBC ran Pye 3s -—es-
Bristol-for a while in 19?? at their Wood Norton training centre and, of
course, foreign studios kept their monochrome kit going well into the nineteen
seventies. So some cameras must still reside neglected in store cupboards,
mud huts, or continental garden sheds.

These days, not surprising considering the amount bought, most of the
old preserved Pyes are err-AW [in some cases still sporting those distinctive
'yellow teeth’ coloured car number plate letters — a style called Bluemels
Pyramoid 11}. By the start of colour television in Britain, ATV still had the
lion’s share of operational Pye Mk 3 cameras. In ETD it [reasonably cheaply]
disposed of the cameras to all-comers. Legend has it that during one such sale,
from AWS Elstree OB base, an enthusiast houghtfine Pye Ml: 35 (plus an GB
van and even an Ampes VR 1000 2-inch Quad video machine).

Recently, in serendipity mode the author met an cit—ATV engineer who
confessed to being at that very same 19?0 sale. 0n the lookout for souvenirs,
he also acquired some Pye kit, but this time for free. He told me that during
the sale he wandered over to a sldp and discovered boxes and boxes of Pye Mk
III camera lenses, a few of which were of the rare 40 inch ‘folded’ variety, all
heaped up, ready for scrapping. Fortunately, the ALT? engineer had the good
sense to ‘lih-erate’ some of the lenses and keep them secure in his garage where
they remain to this very day... But that, as they say, is another story!

A fully-fledged Pye Mk  5. part of the Howell collection.
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The business end of a Pure Mk 5.. Note the lower left ”taking lens'
arrow. The central black wheel is motorised and by means of
matching cogged teeth on the lens rings. changes the aperture of
the lenses. ' '
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Above: The back end of a Pre Mk 3 .

. hinged for ease of servicing.A strangelyr empty Pve Mk 3Below
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Above: The unique  lens mount and electrical contact points that
enable fixed resistors to reset the correct locus after each iens
change (also used on the Pure Mk 2 and similar Thomson cameras
made under licence from Pie}.

Below: An elegant refinement not found on modern cameras: the
engraved stainless steel identity plate oi the Pye MI: 3 .
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Andy Henderson writes: " I  found in on  old Meccano Magazine
[Jul]! 1963] a two page article on a recreation of the ABC studios
using Dinky Toys. The other page shows a really good picture of
the main ABC Television building {in minioture}."

Page 38
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RTNG [GUT THT Gilli
Dicky Hewett recalls ABC Television at Didsbury

In a residential street on the outskirts of Manchester, television history has
been demolished. By the time your read these words, it’s likely that the
erstwhile home of ABC Television [you remember ABC Television?-—corne on
now, that was back in the days when IT‘iir was ITV!) will he no more. This
seems the pre—ordained fate of all pioneer television establishments. The
aforementioned ABCtv home was originally a cinema called the ABC Capitol,
and it was situated in Parts Wood Road, Didsbury, Manchester. All that now
remains of this television studio is an unesciting pile of non—televisual rubble.
The Capitol Cinema once stood proud as the northern headquarters of ABC
Television with its famous top—rated flagship drama programme, 'Annchair
Theatre'.

The Capitol at Didsbury was not the first choice for ABC Television.
Converting, in some haste, ancient theatres and cinemas into television
studios was not ideal. But the management of the {then} new commercial
television companies couldn’t afford to be too fussy. ABC Television had to be
'on air' at the advertised date. Advertising cash dictated!

Howard Thomas in his book 'With an Independent Air' recounts, "We were
due on the air in the North on tst May 1956, three months after our Midlands.
opening. Lancashire was already promising to be a county of television
addicts. ABC cinemas had several white elephants in the region that they
would be happy to sell. One of their largest and best equipped cinemas (and
one of the emptiest) was the Capitol at Didsbury which had been built as a
combined cinema and theatre at a time when the industry was augmenting
its film shows with lavish stage spectaculars.

This was the sixth cinema in the Manchester area I had UlSll'Ed. As I
climbed to the projection booth high at the baclc I realised that this theatre,
with its ample stage and auditorium, with dressing rooms and other

facilities, was the right place for us. Adjoining was a vast car park, ideal for
the housing of our three outside broadcast units and their satellite vehicles.
But I did not regard ABC Television as fiilly on the air until we had the
Manchester studios in operation. It was a tight schedule and our engineers,
some of them poached fiom Marconi's, worked all night to complete the final
wiring of the Didsbury control room. We also constructed the main studio
floor above the roomy stage and into the stalls, still leaving room for an
audience that could be intimately close to the performers. The outsise cinema
auditorium became one large television studio, with a second and more
compact studio at balcony level, where we were able ‘to produce less
ambitious programmes such as panel games and advertising magazines ".

The main studio {Studio 1] was approximately lflflft sfiflft. It was also a rather
irregular shape. However, the studio was a fine production base with all
amenities on tap, not least a handy pub called The Parr's Wood directly
opposite the studio. After transmission, pressured thespians could relieve
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tension at the drop of a pint. The rigors of live weekly drama could take their
toll. Actors could literally die for their art, as happened once at Didshury
during a 1958 live Armchair Theatre production entitled ‘Underground'. An
actor expired between ’part one' and 'part hvo', leaving the director William
Kotcheft' with no option but to wing it for the remainder of the play.

Eventually, ABC television drama production moved south to Teddington and
latterly the redundant Capitol studios reverted to student-theatre use, run by
Manchester Metropolitan University. Alumni included Julie Walters.

The 'Cupilel Cinemu‘ theatre 196.
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PUZZIf CORNER
...or When We Were Young

If all the colour supplements can have candid photos of famous
stars when they were young and  undiscovered, why can't we? So
see i f  you can guess the identity of th is  wel l-known contributor to
405 Alive? Heayen knows, it's not diff icult — and  no ,  it's not the
editor!
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PM one
Mark Oidridge scans some views and reviews from the past

From Practical ondrlmotevr Wireless, Th November 1936.

The Television Film, November 2nd
Television Comes to London, the new BBC film, had its premiere in the
evening transmission from Alexandra Palace on November 2nd. Produced by
Gerald Cock, Director of Television and Dallas Bower, this film gave a vivid
picture of the establishment of the television service, dealing first with the
reconstruction of the East Corner and Tower of Alexandra Palace. It showed
also how the transmitting apparatus was constructed and tested in the
laboratories of the Marconi EM]. Company and the Baird Company. The scene
shifted once more to Alexandra Palace, and televiewers were given glimpses of
the tower under construction. Incidentally fliese shots were taken at
considerable risk to the cameramen, who were swung aloft in a bo’snn’s chair.
Drawing towards its climax, the film portrayed the ‘Station in Being.’ Various
departments were seen at work: the announcers in the make-up room; a
typical programme being presented in the studios; Adele Dixon singing
Television in her first television performance, and, finally, the Television
Drehestra, playing in uniform, in a series of ingenious camera shots. The
commentary to Television Comes to London was by Cecil Lewis, and the
narration was the announcer Leslie Mitchell. The photography has been
carried out by Major L. G. Bathrook and James Carr

However, just a few weeks later...

From Practical ondAmntevr Wireless, 5th December 1936

On the Programme Side
Steady improvement in the television pictures radiated from Alexandra Palace
has been a noticeable feature since the service was inaugurated. The BBC
engineers who are being trained to handle the scanning and transmitting
equipment are slowly but surely mastering entirely new technique, and
concurrently ‘technical hitches’ are being reduced thereby. 0n the programme
side, however, certain" criticisms have been made. First of all, complaint is
made of the clock face interval picture, which, although useful, is kept on too
long and over—emphasises the periods of waiting between programme items.
The films are, on the whole, being handled satisfactorily, but care should be
exercised to ensure that the film is not too dense. This is very noticeable in the
BBC film Television Comes to London, where some of the shots show up as an
almost black picture. Furthermore, this film has been repeated so many times
now that viewers are getting rather fired of the story it unfolds. It was revealed
in the House of Commons the other day that the cost of the Alexandra Palace
station was one hundred and ten thousand pounds, which leaves seventy
thousand pounds from the original sum'allocated, and is the money now being
used for programmes and maintenance. No doubt this is being husbanded
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until a further allocation is made, when it is hoped that it will not be necessary
to radiate quite so many repeat programmes.

Following on from the note in the last 4195 Alice concerning the video release
of' I was a Spy, this item comes from the Radio Times Television Supplement,
12th February 193?.

NW5 FDR TELEVIEWERS: Ghost Story
It is past 11pm. Mary Adams, Talks Producer, is writing letters in her armchair
in her home. There is a reading lamp, well shaded, providing only a small pool
of light, and the F8512 of the room is in darkness and shadow. But in one corner
there is a small illuminated oblong, the screen of her television set, which has
been switched off for sound and not for vision. Over an hour has passed since
the programme finished, and the screen is blank. Then Mary Adams yawns.
And as she gets up from her chair the television screen comes to life: a girl,
beautiful and terrified, her eyes staring... At Alexandra Palace all is normal.
The engineers go on experimenting with their twelve-foot film loop of
Madeleine Carroll in I was a Spy.

Also on the same page of news...

Advisory Committee’s Decision
At the end of last week the decision of the Television Advisory Committee was
announced —- that all Alexandra Palace transmissions would in future be by
the Marconi EMI system. The news came too late for insertion in our previous
issue.

From the Radio Times, 2211d July 1949.

TALK OF THE WEEK by I”The Scanner’
Now here is the 1Weather Forecast.
The first weather forecasts by television are to be inaugurated by the BBC in
co-operation with the Meteorological fiffice on Friday evening —— in time for
the August Bank Holiday week—end. It will he a daily service. To illustrate the
forecast read by an announcer, two weather charts of the British Isles will be
televised every evening. The first will show the prevailing barometric and
weather conditions of the evening of transmission; the second, the conditions
forecast for the period 8.0 am. to midnight the following day. There will be an
additional forecast for as far ahead as practicable. Weather forecasts will be
televised after the evening programme and immediately before the news. On
Friday the service will be introduced by Dr James M Stagg, Deputy Director of
the Meteorological Office, who has co-operated in a number of preliminary
tests in the television studios.

No Excuse for Iatecomers.
In our house there are five clocks. fine is broken, three never agree and the
fifth is purely ornamental. My watch I frequently forget to wind The result is
that I am often in my seat" before the screen at least five minutes too early. If I
am only four minutes, fifty five seconds late then I don’t know how long the
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timing signal has been on, whether there is time to give the cat her supper or
_ take another quick look at the potato patch. ‘

Bad management you say, and quite rightly so, but I know the same
state of  affairs exists in other teievision homes. However, there will be no such
excuse for such bad management after Sunday. A new tuning—signal caption
card has been defised. The light gradation scales will be retained and so will
the smaii centre square of vertical lines, but this will form the centrepiece of
that most useful piece of mechanism, a clock. If you are in the same room as
the receiver you ndli know from the clock exactly how much time you have to
spare. If you in the next room you will know from the music when the
programme will start. The monotonous tuning note is being replaced by a
special arrangement by Max Saunders of the traditional airs, Early One
Morning, Ash Grove, Londonden'g Air and The Cmnpbeiis are Coming. It has
been recorded by an orchestra of woodwind and strings under the baton of
Eric Robinson. In addition slight alterations have been made to the
introductory film sequence of Alexandra Palace. The film will begin with the
familiar long shot of the Palace aerial mast and, instead of  being brought into
close—up by a series of ‘cuts’, the mast will be approached in one long
continuous shot. Eric Coates’ familiar Television March will still introduce
the programme, but it has been re—scored.

HJND MiMfl-iiliS
There is a ciip of him from May 1964 of Mary Whitehouse iaunching
her ’Ciean Up TV' campaign. in it she says: "Last Thursday at
6.35pm, I saw the dirtiest programme... What was it, and was it
turned in to a series?

This  question was pu t  to the l ady  on  her ret irement and  she
confessed that  she  could not remember.  Unfortunately,  there was
no  barrister present  to claim, a s  they would in a court of law,  that
there had  been in fact no  'dirty programme' .

In  an  episode of Tiii Death Us Be Part, Alf Garnett's friend, Bert,
remarks that, after seeing Mrs Whi tehouse  complaining yet aga in
about hardcore pornography on television, he had sat up  all night
hoping to see some for himself and  was most disappointed when  it
did not appear.  He  went  on to wonder how someone of he r  apparent
intell igence could claim to be an  expert on  something that  pa lpably
did not  exist. Keith Ackermann,  Tilbury, Essex.

The programme to which Mrs Whi tehouse  referred was Between The
Lines. It ran for six episodes. Mrs Whitehouse had viewed,  I th ink ,
the first episode (transmitted on. 30th April 1964 on BBC1 at
6 .35pm} ,  which featured Tom Conti among  others. The programme
was billed a s  "A series of Eight-hearted enquir ies  into matters of no
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importance" and was written lav Chris Haniev. Whether anv episodes
stil l remain within the BBC archives, or what it was ' t ha t  so upset
Mrs Whitehouse, I cannot sav and wish I knew.

Olwen Terris, Chief Cataloguer,
National Film 3". Television Archive, London.

vii Newspaper cutt ing contributed hv Andv Henderson, who adds: “I
meant to mention that the Between The Line programme that 's
mentioned in the Guardian clip has a t  least one episode extant in
BBC Scotland' 5 archive. It has Fulton Mackav in it too! Whv I
know this, bu t  the National Film l ihrarv cataloguer doesn't is very
t e l l i ng -  does he  know his job?"

JUSI Alli Mlsliilillll’?
Extract from THIS is LONDON, pie-war BBC radio announcer
Stuart Hibberd's autobiography from i950. His recollections of a
pie-war television studio are apposite, says Dicky Howett

l‘l ......... I went to Alexandra Palace to take the place of Vernon Bartlett in a
television programme, as he had had to go abroad at very short notice. I
rehearsed the script with Mrs. Adams, the producer, and Horrahin, the artist,
who was to draw maps of Central Europe illustrating the international
situation in terms of frontiers. I found the surroundings very strange, with
glaring lights above, and groups of people standing around in the studio
during rehearsal. I was also affected hf; the uncanny action of the slowly
moving camera and its crew, creeping silentlj,F towards me on its rubber—tyre
trolley, and all the time one had to sit there and try to be natural, as though
nothing was happening anywhere near. Poor Horrahin was new to it, so was I,
hut m}; broadcasting experience helped me, and I had been filmed before. He
was eartremelj,F nervous, and once. or twice I had to step in and some to his
rescue. His drawings were vet-3..r clever and clear on the screen. Subsequentlvr
he became one of  the television star turns."

DISCWERED ON THE lNliRl‘lil
Test cards in entertainment media
Ian Anderson of  Jethro Tull has an album called Wall: into Light with a pic of
him placed in a SMP’I‘E card. Joe Michael Straczvusky has included some
spoof RCA Indian Head test cards In the Babylon 5 series. The Kurt Russell
film Used Cars has a REIMA card 1n the transmitter hack scene. A French
film (title I forget) set in the sixties has a good close~in shot of the test card at
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close down as a woman has fallen asleep watching tv; why didn't I have a tape
in the machine? A Canadian documentary on ecology {title I forget) starts off
with an old CBC test card [no tape in machine again).

Does any one remember stereo/quad test LPs and tapes from the late
1960s and early T0s that had test cards on the coverfbox. I recall a Picasso and
a RCA variant being used but I can't remember who produced them.

' Mike

The Indian Head is probably the classic American test pattern and has popped
up in a lot of places. I did see the RETMA pattern in A Hard Day's Night,
being used to adjust a monitor on the stage, and there was a film in the early
1923’03 {whose title I've forgotten) about a bank robbery in Germany that shows
one of the plotters taking on the phone one morning while the RETMA pattern
and test card music are playing in the background! Dunno why it wasn't
FuBK...

Ed Ellers

Date: Fri, 10 Jul 93 08:36:04 —0400
From: Elizabeth McLeod <lixmcl@midcoast.oom>
Subject: Overlapping Media

A couple of thoughts on the question of radio shows overlapping with TV. ..
This uras rather common during the pre—W2 era, with a number of radio
pnograms being simultaneously shown on television.

The earliest such incident took place in 1930, when station WlfiAV in
Boston - an experimental outlet using the 30-line Bairdenkins mechanical
TV system —- simulcast a portion of the Fox Fur Trappers orchestra program, a
radio feature heard over CBS for I .  J. Fox furriers. The experiment drew the
ire of the FREE, which had explicitly prohibited commercials on '1"! — even
freebies such as this one.

Many other radio personalities appeared on experimental telecasts
during the thirties, including Ed Wynn and Graham McNamee
{characteristically, Wynn was terrified), Amos 'n' Andy, Ted Husing, Kate
Smith, the Boswell Sisters, Milton Berle, and Hildegarde.

The widespread use of television at the 1939 New York Worlds Fair
offered addin'onal opportunities for radio personalities to sample the new
medium — perhaps the most notable such incident during the fair was a
simulcast from the fairground of the popular radio human interest program
Vox Pop. '

Once NBC's experimental station W2XBS went commercial as WNBT
in 1941, several radio sponsors took tentative steps to bring their programs
into the new medium. Beginning on July lst of that year, 511a began
simulcasting Lowell Thomas's evening newscast — Thomas was shown seated
at a table with a Sunooo gas pump globe prominently displayed on a shelf
behind him.

Other radio transplants premiering over WNBT that same evening
included Lever Brothers' Uncle Jim's Question Bee with Jim MeWilliams, and
Proctor and Gamble's Truth Or Consequences, vdth Ralph Edwards.
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Sustaining shows were also simulcast on occasion — America's Town
Meeting Of The Air was a frequent television feature during 1941 and early
1942. '

The war slowed progress in television, but once hostilities were over,
the new medium was ready to roar forward. Many enduring radio programs

_ were doing TU versions by decade's end, and the trend would continue into
the early 505. A short and incomplete list of programs whose radio and W
runs overlapped during this period...

J ack Benny {seen on TV every other week during the early 503}, Bob
Hope (usually seen on TV on a rotating basis with other hosts], Milton Berle
[who did a radio show for Texaco in 1943-49, even as his TV program for the
same sponsor was catching on,} The Goldbergs {in a half~hour, non—serial
version], Amos 'n' Andy {different casts for radio and TV, but the TV version
often recycled radio scripts}, You Bet Your Life [with differing radio and TV
edits from the same master], Dragnet, {Jar Miss Brooks, The Great
Gildersleeue, Ozzie and Harriet, the Quiz Kids, and Meet The Press.

Date: Fri, 10 Jul 98 1i}:29:33 $400
From: Elisabeth McLeod <lixmcl@midcoast.com>
Subject: Tape Longevity

Ralph Laswell wonders,
>What is the expected longevity of an audio tape when stored at room
>ternperature? Any difference in reel to reel vs. cassette?

This is a difficult question —— even the manufacturers cannot agree. The
following is extracted from a Report on Television and Film Preservation
issued by the Library of Congress in 199?. While videotape was the specific
subject studied in this report, much of what is offered is applicable to all forms
of magnetic tape:

"In 1991 Sonfs best estimate of longevity for these materials was about
15 years. 3M indicated that its research was consistent with Sony‘s. Martel]
declined to "predict any life expectancy for its tape products, and a TDK
representative indicated he knew of no published data on tape life expectancy
by his company, BASF, and that 15 years was a good guess. Sony plotted much
longer durability for the pigment; 24 years for one type and 96 years for
another. It is important to note that these tests relate to the pigment or-
coating stability, and do not solve the problem of binder hydrolysis. Any tape,
regardless of coating, can potentially turn into a sticky goo in extended storage
at elevated temperatures and humidities."

15-20 years is a conservative estimate often heard when referring to
video tape —- but keep in mind that a video signal is far more complicated than
an audio signal, and far easier to degrade. I have audio reels which are forty or
more years old [and wire recordings that are nearly fifty years old] which show
no indication of major signal loss from magnetic degradation. The library of
Congress report concludes that magnetic degradation of analog tape is really
not an issue to be concerned about under most storage conditions.

But another factor to be considered besides the stability of  the magnetic
coating is the stability of the backing. Acetate tape, used-up until the early-to-
mid sixties, is chemically unstable. The backing is subject to ‘vinegar
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syndrome’, a chemical reaction which releases acetic acid vapors {hence the
. strong smell of vinegar emanating from infected tapes.) ISince this process has

begun, it is almost impossible to stop. The tape will shrink, cup, buckle,
become brittle, and flake apart —- and the gases will go on infect other tapes as
well!

Even acetate tapes which don‘t display vinegar syndrome are subject to
steady deterioration. I have several NBC Audio Recording Service reels from
the mid-sixties on acetate tape which have become badly cupped and
embrittled — and these were carefiilly stored! If you hold any acetate tape —
especially unique masters — you should already have transferred it to a more
stable type of tape! Time is running out — don’t kid yourself into thinking
otherwise.

The modern polyester—backed tape is much more durable than the old
acetate material but it too can be damaged by poor storage or dirty playback
equipment. And, of course, hydrolysis remains a major issue. Cassettes —
including (and even especially} DAT cassettes— are not an acceptable medium
for archival storage: the mechanism is simply too fragile. In addition, some
cheaper cassette housings are made from recycled plastics which themselves
are prone to chemical deterioration, and which emit gases that can damage
the tape inside. Cassettes are fine for reference copies -— but are no
replacement for a proper reel master.
- As for storage conditions, room temperature is actually a hit on high
side of what's acceptable. Professional recommendations for archival storage
specify a temperature between 50 and 63 degrees Fahrenheit and a relative
humidity of around 30 per cent (and in no case overSD per cent.) The
National Archives and Records Administration specifications call for a
constant temperature of 65 degrees and a relative humidity of 30 per cent —-
goals not impossible to achieve at home. Humidity is the most important
concern: the higher the humidity the more likely you are to experience
hydrolysis [and even fungus growthl). Proper storage will prolong the life of
any form of tape — but never forget the essential fragility of the medium!

Date: Wed, 29 Jul 98 20:08:22 -0400
From: Elisabeth McLeod <liarncl@midcoast.com>
Subject: Syndication Query

Andrew Emmerson wonders,
>1 ve noticed that when networked American television shows went into
>syndication, they changed their title. Why was this so and did the same
>happen with radio shows?

I believe the titles for certain syndicated Til“ reruns were changed to avoid
conflicts with the still-running network versions of the same shows — to avoid,
in effect, competing with themselves. Thus when early TV episodes of Dragnet
were first put into the syndication market it was under the title Budge— .714.
Gunsmoke was retitled Marshall Dillon, Lassie became Jeff's Collie, and The
Andy Gnfiith Show became Andy OfMuyheny. The title changes seem to
have occurred only for programs that entered syndication while still on'the
network — shows that went into reruns after leaving the net retained their
original tifles.
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Such changes are, of course, no longer made —— the title of an established
network series is seen as a big part of its syndication market value, and as a
valuable asset to the production company.

Date: Sat, 1 Aug 1998 23:25:58 £400 [EDT]
From: "’A Joseph Ross"l <lawyer@world.std.com>
To: "The ‘50s and '60s Nostalgia list." <nostalgia-l@usc.edu>
Subject: Syndication
I don't know whether it happened every time, without fail, but it used to be
very common for shows to change their name in syndication, in order not to
compete with new episodes still appearing on the network. Thus, Dragnet
became Badge .714 in syndication, Lassie became Jeff's Collie, Captain Gallant
of the Foreign Legion became Foreign Legionaire, etc. Interestingly enough,
the Danny Thomas Show, originally called Make Room for Daddy, reverted to
its original title in syndication, while new episodes ran under the new title.
Eventually, the thinking changed, and this practice was discontinued.

Date: TmAugust 1993
Subject: Old video tape formats
I am the president of VidiPair, which is the largest magnetic media restoration
company in the US — we specialise in Video and Audio and we have developed
technology to restore old recordings and recordings that have had different
types of problems. Our web site is  www.vidipair.com

In the process of  supporting all of these old formats we have collected a
HUGE colleclion of audio and video recorders including some of the collection
formerly owned by Hal layer and on deposit in the former Amps: Museum
{now defunct}. Our collection is available for viewing by appointment and one
of these days we will get it up on the web.

We start at the beginning with a Poulsen Telegraphone and have MANY
wire recorders. The machines include wire recorders that are telephone
answering machines as well as others used in military applications and of
course several minifons, the smallest wire recorders ever made. The collection
includes prototypes as well as production machines and we have a
Magnecorder prototype as well as others. in the video area we start with a
VRJOGGB - and ours seems to be from around 1959 because it actually has a
FEW transistors in the audio section — so it is a hybrid machine extremely
rare. We have RCA's Tit-22, Til—TUB, Tit-900, and in the Ampes camp
AVR’E's and AVE 3's as well as a huge ACE—25 which was an early dual
transport machine used for airing tv commercials. We have machines from
NC as well as a huge collection of video tapereoorders including Sony 2"
helical, Ampes 2" helical, Sony Elf-310's, Cartravision, and many, many, many
more. Of course we have more "consumer" oriented equipment like a
Pixelvison, and all 3 flavors of 19?fl's "portapacks" JVC, Sony, and Panasonic.
We support all EIAJ type formats — we have FunaifTechnicolor, Vcord2, EIAJ
cartrdge, AKAI, on and on, and on. All told I suspect that there are over 300
different machines of one sort or another including some in PAL. We also
have modern formats: 1"I A (VPRlAs! as well as others), 1" B NTSC and PAL,
IT  in both Ampeir and Sony flavors, DigiBeta, D2, D3, Hi3, BetacamSP and
non-SP..... it keeps on going. '

We also have a library where we store manuals and books on television
technology history. Although we have not officially named the collection yet ——
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the goal is for it to be a national center for the study of recording technology.
But whatever it is called our interest is in presendng recorded content in the

' best possible way and helping preserve our AN heritage which includes the
incredible technology used to create these important recordings.

Jim Lindner
1lr’idili‘aa

The Magnetic Media Restoration Company
jim@iddipair.com

Earliest US colour videotape recordings
The oldest is the May 1958 dedication by President Eisenhower of NBC'5 new
studio facility in Washington; the oldest srn'viying color entertainment
program is an October 1958 NBC Special, An Evening With Fred Astaire, his
TV debut. Both of these were restored [i.e. carefully copied to digital tape) in
1983 by Ed Reitan of HT, Don Kent of Los Angeles television station KTLA,
and Dan Einstein of the UCLA Film and Television Archive.

Because of the special techniques that the old RCA TRT—I [as seen in
The Knacker’s Yard in its BSEW model) used to handle color, the team had to
design special circuitry that could be added to an Ampes AVE-1 machine
{from the early 19'?Ds) to properly recover the color signal. "Evening" may be
the only “one-time TV special ever to have been awarded Emmys in more than
one year, as it won nine at the time of its original broadcast, while Reitan,
Kent and Einstein received a technical Emmy thirty years later for
"Outstanding Achievement in Engineering Development."

. Ed Ellers

Ready Steady Go! tapes
As is well documented, Dave Clark bought the Ready, Steady, Go!

archive from Ali—TV whim nobody cared
In a Record Collector interview in 1992, he said that they were all

kept under the stairs in tins at Thames, and: that, ten years on, “new”
wisodes, previously undiscovered,. were still turning up. He hoped to do
something wifli them “soon”, but the only episodes to turn up since then
have been repeats of the 1485 editions detailed below. {A recent CD of dos
hits also said that the show would be I‘Etllflllng to our screens soon, so [yet
never know).

He also said fliat when he made his compilation episodes, he offered
them to the networks- Channel Four got them, not because they d ofimed
most money (I wonder) but because they had ofl'ered its original slot
{Friday teatime} for it to be shown.

Accordingto Clark. the recordings {he said “Wes”, I think, but this
is debatable) were taken straight off—air, and many included the original
commercial breaks. He and Channel Four took steps to try to show the
episodes complete with original ads, but fairly obvious licensing problems
etc. saw to that.

Therefore, the episodes of REG that have been shown occasionally
since 1985 are constructed tints:
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I) Part One (actually compiled from different episodes - no one
episode is a complete original, to my knowledge; the visual and audio
quality can change quite dramatically)-

2) IN PLACE OF THE COMMERCIAL BREAK, a short insert,
sometimes made by AR—TV, sometimes not, of something relevant to the
time, i- e. part of aNewsreel about The Beatles makingA Herd Day 19 Night
{sometimes not included to make way for the following};

3) IN PLACE OF THE COlvfl'dERCIAL BREAK, thee “odd
almost unfailingly be a clip of The Dave Clark Five rnirning to one or
twelve of their hits. This is on very clean VIDEOTAPE (probably first
generation), but the audience is hilariously spliced in fiom a FILM of the
audience fiom'a Gerry and The Pacemakers concert. Of course, it was a
nice efi‘ect, hut Channel Four spoiled it by showing BOTH the inset that
replaced the commercial break, AND THEN a new commercial break.

4) PART TWO. A compilation, as in Part One.
5) CREDITS. Quite often, the Rediffusion logo has been

regenerated onto the programme, looking far too clean. The credits are also
new. Following them are a load of new corporate logos for EMI Records,
Dave Clark Productions, PMI, etc.

Charley Says
Volume 2 of this videotape series of old public information films — Charley
Live! — is in the shops and is considered excellent. In addition, the re-released
Volume 1 has extra films on it. -

There are eleven, including OLD FRIDGES CAN KILL, DON'T DAZZLE, DIP
YOUR HEADLIGHTS (those are the particular five seconds that I shelled
another twelve quid out furl], another TUFI‘T {Crossing the Road] in English
AND 1Welsh, another COUNTRY CODE {in hfw}...

Overall, the quality is better than the original — i.e. the screen doesn't
glare, and on the Pelican Crossing PIFS, you can actually SEE the green man. I
was talking to somebody at Network video last week, and he said that they'd
managed to find better quality sources for many of the films [but sadly not the
"can cause injury, can cause injury" PIF), a few of which were dubbed from
off—air video recordings on the original.

The only strange thing, having got used to the original tape, is that each
PIF fades at the end...

Martin Fenton.

History note: Two Germans who made good, the American Way
International Rectifier Corporation is now celebrating" its 50th anniversary.
Founder Eric Lidow is a classic American success story; he came to the U.S.
from Germany in 193? with only an E degree from the University of Berlin
and a camera —— but almost immediately, he sold the camera to fund his first
enterprise: building and selling 42 radios made from spare parts. In 1940 he
founded Selenium Corp. of America and developed special selenium reetifiers
for military applications. He sold the company in 1945 to Sperry Corp. and
then founded [R in 194?. IR was a pioneer in developing silicon rectifiers, but
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the company is perhaps better known for its power MOSFETS, which were
developed by Eric's son, Ales, who has a PhD in solid-state physics from
Stanford University.

T‘s? station ICI'IA‘s Klaus Landsberg is another success story of a German
refugee making good in the USA.

1916 — born in Berlin — became electrical engineer
1935 _. built Braun tubes for Reich Radio Group — ERG
1936 — set up 1st TV broadcast of  Olympics in Berlin
1938 - immigrated to 11.3. — worked for NBC in New York
1939 - lst commercial broadcast from World's Fair Apr. 30
1939 - built Allen DuMont's station WARD
1941 - sent by Paramount to Le. to build WEXYZ
1942 to 194'? experimental

-mobfle remote units
-eIectronic viewfinder for camera
tZworykin's image orthicon tube 1945
-Paramount‘s kinescope 194?

I94? - 1st KTLA commercial broadcast Jan. 22

YOU ALWAYS FIND OUT TOO LATE...
Sony’s new high-end Handycam video camera includes an infra-red feature
which allows shooting in the dark, but enterprising videographers have
figured out that using the feature in daylight with a special filter enables the
camera to see through light clothing. "When we developed this feature... we
were thinking of people filming night views — their children sleeping, or
perhaps the nocturnal behavior of animals," a spokesman said. Sony has
modified the camera so that the infrared mode only works in the dark, but
more than 3?0,000 of the cameras with the “see through" feature have already
been sold. [Reuters]

This-Is—True comments this makes them the first consumer video
product whose value actually went up after purchase.

Long before
the days of the
Hanafircmn
more show—
gr'rls flow the
BBC is Café
Continental
were pictured
getting new
fin" a slim.
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THE 3111 SHJTH (11113101111115
Now that Bill Smith’s recollections have taken him into the
television era, we are delighted to ‘simulcast’ this series of
articles, which have been running for some time in our
sister publication, The Radiophiie...
It soon became apparent that my decision to return home had been ill—
considered, given that a few years were to elapse before a television service
was introduced to the area. Although I was kept reasonably busy with repairs,
it became increasingly obvious that I would not be able to support a wife on
what Iwas making, so I therefore applied for a job in Aberdeen. Ironically, on
returning from my subsequent interview and having accepted the position,
John Moar was waiting for me with news that I was now the official repair
man for the ‘Wireless for the Blind’, and that I would be responsible for
maintaining all of their radios in the county. As you can well imagine it was a
very tempting offer but being already committed, I had to turn it down.

My new place of employment was situated in Rose Street, just off Union
Street, and it went under the name of Aberdeen TV Services; a rather
optimistic assertion considering that it was to be a few years or so before
television was to arrive in this area. Jim, my new employer was something of
a character, and due to his many medical afflicn'ons, was well acquainted with
the majority of the local hospital doctors and staff.

His twn major problems were severe conjunctivifis and allopecia, both of
which failed to respond to the many treatments, meted out to him. His
inflamed eyes gave him a somewhat wild appearance, and with his brown felt
hat pulled well down to conceal the allopecia, he looked like an American
gangster.

Jim’s close association with the medical fraternity brought him a fair amount
of trade in one way or other. Many of the doctors lived in the old, large granite
houses in the select part of the city and one of my first jobs was to update their
electric bell systems, some of which were still being supplied from leclanché
cells! The work was pretty straightforward and entailed file fitting of
transformers and a little rewiring and I found it to be a pleasant change from
sitting at my bench. It was whilst engaged in a spot of rewiring that I
happened to shine my torch down between the cavity wall and saw a beautiful
hammer at the bottom. It looked spanking new and had obviously been
dropped by a jobbing joiner at one time. Frustratingly it was impossible to
obtain, and later I often thought about that hammer lying in that left,
especially years later when those focus magnets from the early television sets
became redundant. A piece of string and one of those would have done the
trick... I wonder perhaps if it is still there!

Another of the ‘doctor jobs’ concerned a washing machine in the basement
laundry of one of these old houses. I say ‘washing machine’ but this one was
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unlike any other I had ever seen. For a start it was heated by gas and the
electrics had to seen to he believed... all open and uncovered... indeed the
contraption could have passed for one of Emmet’s creations! A replacement
fuse soon had the infernal machine working again and the lady of the house
seemed to have it firmly under control. I noticed though, that she donned her
wellies before commencing the wash... a wise move, given the cement floor
and the abundance of water.

Jim seemed to feel that he should live up to his Aberdeen TV Services sign and
had a horrible Masteradio television receiver set up in the shop, and had a
massive Yagi aerial array pointed in the direction of the Kirk o’ Shotts
transmitter in the south of Scotland. Much time was spent in peering at the
occasional shadowy figure and burst of speech breaking through the car
ignition interference. We did have a minor scoop during lI'llimbleudon however
when the area experienced a ‘pea—souper’, and the reception was exceptionally
good. The shop at this time was chock-a-block with seated viewers watching
every ball being played, and Jim, of course took this turn of events to be a
personal triumph on his part!

I had not been long started in my new job when who should appear at the shop
but none other than my old instructor Mr Charles, from my wireless college
days. He was after an odd valve, which we did not have in stock, but I took
him round to the nearest wholesaler where we procured one. He was most
pleased and we had a chat about old times. I must say that it was good to see
the old buffer again, and he hadn’t changed much... still the absent—minded
professor!

Jim was very helpful and seemed to attract all types, from the highly
respectable to the semi-spiv. One of the latter was a Mr Malcolm, who
appeared to be able to supply you with anything you could possibly desire, at
the right price. He was a charming, well turned~out fellow with a dominant
personality, and although I confess that he was never anything other than
honest in his transactions with me, I always had the idea that he was having
the better of me. On my first meeting with him he sold me a lady’s gold watch
for my girlfriend at a ridiculously low price and to this day it is still ticking
away merrily. He also got me involved in the sale of men’s clothing (socks,
vests, underpants, and even suits], and I was amazed at the money that could
be made from this part-time occupation... much more than my regular job.
Although I was never cut out to be a salesman, I was glad of the extra money
to help pay for my forthcoming marriage.

Another of Jim’s cronies was a self—employed electrician by the name of Bert,
who helped us out from time to time. When not in overalls, Bert would arrive
dressed nattily in a suit and wearing a white shirt and a flamboyant tie. Even
in the coldest winter’s day he would appear so, and I remember asking him if
it was not cold without anything over his shirt, whereupon, with a knowing
wink Bert undid a button to reveal a thick woolly sweater concealed
underneath his white shirt! Hoover were on a recruiting drive for salesmen at
this time and Bert decided to join them and duly went on their course. 1When

he came back he took great delight in filling us in with the American-type spiel
he was told to adopt when approaching a customer for a possible sale. He told
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us that he was advised to appear at the customer’s door with a cleaner trailing
behind him and utter the words: “This is my little friend... he follows
me everywhere!” No doubt this was how the},r did it in America but I would
imagine that you would be in danger of being locked up if you were to tr}:r it
here. -
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ill llif WORKSHOP c l

Tony Dueii maintains his Philips N150!) recorder
Here's a fix for the stock fault in Nlfiflfls {a cracked loading pulley, of course).
You'll need the Philips Nlfiflfl service manual to follow this [and to actually do
itl}. You can get a photocopy from Mauritron. Numbers in brackets refer to
parts on the main exploded mechanical diagram in the manual-

DK, on with the fix. The stock mechanical fault on NIEUDs is that the
loading pulley {194A} cracks where the grub screwfnut fits, and the pulley
then doesn't clamp onto the motor shaft extension (193). It slips, and the
machine won't lace up. And you have little chance of getting a new pulley, or of
finding a good one in another old machine. _

There’s a way round this, though — modify the loading pulley so that it's
no longer held on by the grubscrew. It's not that difficult, either.

1} Remove the top cover, cabinet and cassette housing as detailed in the
service manual. Take out the video head disk and put it somewhere safe —
that‘s another part that’s impossible to get...

2] Remove the two microswitches [SK12, SKIS) from the loading mechanism
plate [1?6]- Note the position of the insulating sheets. Remove the mechanism
plate {1?6) itself.

3) If you have a later machine, with the safety cord running through the
loading cord springs [109}, then unhook the safety cord springs [1325) under
the chassis, and pull the cord through to the top.

4} Remove the loading cord springs (109] from the lower drum, undo the
grubscrew in the loading pulley, and take ed the old pulley. Unwind the
loading cords [if they’ve not come off already], and remove them from the
Puller
5} Undo the grubscrew [195] in the shaft extension (193} and pull the
extension off the motor shaft

6} 0K, dismantling over. You now need to drill a 2mm hole through the shaft
extension, at approximately the same height as the old grubscrew position.
The mark left by the grubscrew should be visible. The easiest way to drill this
hole is with a lathe (and a V—gro-ove drill pad on the tailstockJ, but an electric
drill in a drill stand will do if you don‘t have a lathe.

I") Put the pulley [194150 on the extension, with the hole in the extension at 90
degrees to the old grubscrew position, and the bottom of the pulley level with
the bottom of the extension. Shine a light through the pulley (it's translucent
plastic] and the new hole, and mark the hole position on the pulley boss. Drill
a 2mm hole through the pulley boss, using the hole in the extension to guide
the drill through to the other side of the pulley boss.
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3] Remove the extension from the pulley, and enlarge the holes in the pulley
boss to 2.5mm.

9) Tap the hole in the extension with an M2 thread.

10) Refit the extension to the loading motor {M3} spindle. Fit the loading
cords to the pulley — touching the end of the cord with a soldering iron will
fuse the strands together, making it a lot easier to thread. Put the pulley over
the extension, and fix it in place with two M2 It 6mm screws into the new
tapped hole.

11] Following the service manual, refit the loading cord, safety cord, loading
.mechanism, etc. To get the microswitch timing right, you'll probably have to
remove and refit the mechanism plate (126} several times, moving the shaft
extension by a couple of  teeth each time until it loads up correctly.

12] Refit the head disk, cassette housing and cabinet.

e neURiTaoN TECHNICAL ssavlcss, 3 Cherry Tree Road,Chinnor, one 4QY{01344—351694, fee 01844-352554}.

lN THE WQRKSHQP e 2
Brian Renferth revisits some recent projects
I was particularly interested in Chris Worrow’s account of his TMB 222
restoration in issue 3'? as it’s always interesting to hear of another’s
experiences. In the one I helped sort out, the EHT reservoir capacitor was ok,
though at least we now know a source of spares. -

As a footnote to my 2028 restoration feature in issue 36, it turns out
that the set is in fact a 20283, the difference here being in the degaussing
circuit, employing the CK—l double thermistor" as made famous in the
subsequent single-standard version. The set since has been thoroughly set-up,
giving a really superb picture of .the quality only obtained from colour
difference CRT drive and is proving to be reliable in the main. Interesting to
note that the bistable stops if the set’s EHT control is set too low (this gives
severe Hannover bars—e every second line of colour missing or wrong}.
Presumably similar symptoms result if the line timebase valves are low
emission. It  pays to check here before delving into the decoder therefore.

The RGD CR20ICVC-5 20-inch is now working thanks= to help from
David Boynes and John Wakely in particular. The symptoms were a blank
screen with shortwave radio signals on sound. The fault was on the IF sub—
panel, which has to be removed and unsoldered from the main PCB; BF16?s
went in the BF12’?r positions and a BF199 in the BF123 {BF19?J position to
restore normal working. _

A GEC 22-inch single—standard hybrid has also come my way. This
developed IF trouble, though a BF199 didn’t work in the BFlQ? {3rd vision IF]
position, so a BFlfi? was tried, restoring normal service. Electrically this set
has a lot in common with the dual-standard version, though the layout is
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totally different, with the panels easg.F to remove and replace [teed colours on
the PCB is a great help}. Initially the PYEDUA was replaced by a silicon diode,
then was reverted back to the valve (as in this 19?? model}. The PCFBU sync
separator was replaced by a transistor circuit, otherwise the five versions are
prettyr much the same electrically.

Something was missing, the colour beacon! The 4 push-button tuner
was mounted with room for a 6-button one. The decoder is electricaflv
identical so there was no reason why one couldn’t be fitted. One went above
the BBCl button therefore and is just as sensitive and effective as in the 2023.
The circuit is  enclosed for comparison.

COLOUR BEACON CIRCUITS

if: {“111 DJ '72 :33?

RSI  - rfiL I5
35u£L _ 3F I5q.

L235

~GEQF
UMP

Fig. 1: Original 2828 circuit
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Fig. 2: 2040 Conversion [additional components prefixed A}

As a footnote to the SEC 2000 series of popular monochrome sets,
there was a model 201? which offered VHF radio and carried the legend I9-inch Television, EM radio on the front. This employed a conventional turrettuner with positions for HOMEJTHIRDJLIGHT. The 405-line timebase
remained when radio was selected, with a very dim raster. I had one between
19?8 and 1980 and was the basis for 405 VHF DH television reception. Does
anyone have one of these models on them?

Steve Hale’s 3649 Ferguson is probably a BRC 1400, which is capable ofexcellent results in addition to being straightforward to work on. They datefrom approximately 196?-?0 and beyond {usually in 1500 cabinets with
additional VHF tuners}.

David Boynes on VHS recorders capable of producing ghost-free
405playhack—- some JVC HRF200+ {Ferguson 3V29+] machines and theirmany clones do in fact produce ghosting on 405 playback; I have a Telefunken
VR520 which doesn’t, yet a JVC F200 does. The latter employs a later design,
identifiable by the lack of the MBA board situated in front of the cassette
housing, which is left vacant and subsequently the stereo $350 [the Thorn
8940 is far more common, no Ferguson equivalent!) had a Dolby stereo boardin this position. The later versions do, however, give superior recording {on
625 colour), however. The Hitachi VTIT—l9 [twin speed stereo} were availableas Granada WSAHB versions, all of which give excellent 405 playback.

Finally, Tyne Tees Television has dropped the new identity “Channel 3North East”. We’re Tyne Tees Television again, from March this year!
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lit '0R NilT Tit?
Dicky Hewett confesses to being slightly tnjudicious

In issue 33 of 405 Alive I railed against the appearance of inaccurate website
television history. It seems that, arguably, I have been guilty myself of the
same fault, namely spreading an historical television inaccuracy. Or so it
would appear.

My recent article entitled ironically, Don 't Let The Facts Get In The Way,
berated a poor, unfortunate website television historian for re-telling a John
Logic Baird 'television story' and treating it as fact. This tale recounts the 1926
Fritb Street demonstration — to members of the Royal Institution — at which
an elderly scientist got his long white beard caught in the whiaaing machinery.
I stated that this story was nothing but an amusing fiction. Baird would never
have exposed important persons to the dangers of moving parts. It's recorded
that Baird had suffered previously, partial disintegration of his 'camera' when
spinning components became unglued and rocketed around the lab at high
5 .

During the Frith Street demonstration, Baird's entire apparatus was covered
by cloths and sheets. The use of such 'protection1 would have been essential to
Baird, who was fully aware of the competitive 'race' to achieve television and
thus would not have exposed his techniques fully to the glare of potential
competitors. Also, Baird on this occasion, was using [or so it is alleged} a
known image—scanning technique called the flying spot. Albert Abramson in
his book, The History of Television 1833-1941, mentions Baird's flying
spot technique,

"(in January 26th 1926, Baird gave a demonstration of his television
apparatus to some 40 members of the Royal Institution at his
laboratory in Frith Street, Soho. All of Baird‘s publicity indicated that
Baird had invented a super-sensitive photocell, which he kept a secret.
No one ever saw his transmitter or his cell. His apparatus was always
covered with screens of one sort or another, with the excuse that
"extraneous light was not wanted and would interfere with the image."
There was even a story that Baird had been experimenting with a cell
made of visual purple, which was nonsense. It was also claimed that
Baird had invented some "exotic" circuit using a transformer that
magically solved his problems. Later it was stated that Baird was very
frightened of industrial espionage, but it would be more truthful to
indicate that Baird and his financial backers wanted to keep his simple
{but most effective] method a secret for as long as possible in order to
head off any possible competition. For it was soon realised that the
"flying spot system," while patentable, could not be protected."

The above extract is to a degree contradicted by KW. Burns in his book
British Television — The Formative Years. The extracts reproduced
below clearly don ’1‘ describe a flying spot system. Burns writes,
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"Following the demonstration at Frith Street to members of the Royal
Institution, arrangements were made for a private demonstration to be
given to a Mr E.G. Stewart. Mr Stewart's very interesting report, written
in April 1926, only came to light in 1943. Stewart, a perspicacious
engineer, was able to describe and give details of the equipment and
impressions which were not mentioned by The Times reporter.

"The subject, which in the demonstration was limited to a size about 10
inch it 3 inch is brightly illuminated, about 500 candle power being
used at one foot distance, and placed before an optical device of
revolving lenses which continuously explores the whole surface in 32
vertical bands, each 1:11 inch width is thus treated as being uniform.... at
the demonstration the received image was one ninth the area of the
subject being 3 v2 inch s 211’s inch before magnification."

E.G. Stewart went on to describe the quality of reproduction:

“I found it possible to distinguish between Mo human faces 1 had pre-
viously seen in the life whilst opening and closing of the mouth,
protrusion of the tongue, orientation or the head and passing of the
hand over the face could clearly be followed. At the same time it would
be very difficult to recognise an individual previously unknown from
the television representation. The inventor agreed however that the
image was distorted and attributed it to, (1), inferior optical equipment
and, (2} to insufficient sub-division of the pictures. He assured me that
his lenses now were only lantern condensers and cycle lamp bull's eyes.
This would certainly not add clarity to the picture and it would be
interesting to see the effect of properly ground and treated lenses."

E.G.Stewart further adds in Burn's book that Baird's equipment was, when
giving his early demonstrations 'eniirely enclosed except for the input iens'
[DH italics}. Stewart also wrote: "...he has definitely decided to give a
minimum of information upon the details of construction and operation to
anyone. In particular the light-sensitive cell which Baird used was a closely
guarded secret of the inventor and he told me only sufficient of its
construction to demonstrate that it was entirely different from existing cells
on the market."

So Baird's apparatus was enclosed in sheets although it would appear not in
coneeai a flying spot mechanism. At least not at the time of the visit of Mr.
Stewart. Also, as Mr. Stewart confirms, Baird gave only the bare minimum of
technical information. Most revealing. it does tend to confirm that a secretive
Baird wouldn't have aliowed a bunch of scientists to poke around during a live
test.

Whom do we believe? Only historian Albert Abramson has suggested that
Baird used a 'secret’ flying spot system at the 26th January demonstration. It's
perhaps significant to recall that Baird, six days before his 26th January demo
actually applied for a patent involving the flying spot principle. Also, it might
be pertinent at this point to remind ourselves that Baird was a bit of an
obscurantist and not exactly the fount of all accuracy. In his autobiography
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Sermons, Soap 8: Television, Baird surprisingly mis-dates his momentous
Flith Street Royal Institution demonstration as being on Friday 2'?“ January
1926, when demonstrably it was Tuesday 2161"l January 1926! Alfred
Dinsdaie' s contemporaneous book Television— Seeing by Wireless also
gives the erroneous Friday 2?th date, as does Sydney Moseley 5 later biography
of Baird. Any wonder that obfuscation exists?

And what about that other old chestnut, the Baird live ”eye-ball experiment
with visual purple'? Alfred Dinsdale'1n his 1928 book Television attempts to
elucidate,

"The early television experimenters endeavoured to construct artificial
eyes by substituting selenium for visual purple and building an artificial
retina out of a mosaic of selenium cells, each of these cells being
connected by wires to a shutter. For every selenium cell used there was
a shutter, and each shutter was arranged to open when light fell upon
the particular cell connected to it. As each shutter opened it allowed a
spot of light to fall upon a screen at the receiving end of the circuit. In
this way each selenium cell controlled a spot of light, the image being
produced by a mosaic formed of these spots. Apparatus modelled on
these lines was actually made by several inventors. Rigoous; and
Fournier, two French scientists, constructed such a machine in 1906.
This apparatus was intended only to demonstrate the principle."

So that explains it. Will we ever know exactly what 'visual purple' was? Will
we ever know if John Logic Baird suddenly became Dr Frankenstein and
actually sliced that eyeball? And finally, did all those years ago, an elderly
scientist go into the record books as being the first man to get his whiskers
trimmed by the magic of television? One thing is definite. We know that
television was 'invented' on Tuesday 26“!1 January in Frith Street....or was it
Friday 2'}?ltil ? Or perhaps... .

BBC Television once broadcast an historical series called You Are There. If
only that were really possible!

Dicky Howett, Tuesday 13111 August [true]

Sources oferudition:
British Television-The Formative Years. RWBurns, 1986.
Television. Francis Wheen, 1985.
Television- An International History. Ed. Anthony Smith, 1995.
Television- Seeing hyfliireless. Alfred Dinsdale,1926.
Television.Alfred Dinsdale,192S.
The Secret Life of John Logic Baird. Tom McArthur and Peter Weddell,
1936.
John Baird. Sydney Moseley, 1951.
Tube-The Invenlion of Television. David Fisher and Marshall John
Fisher, 1996.
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As a footnote to the indelicate-subject of the eyeball, this is what Baird himself
wrote in his autobiography {readers of a sensitive or nervous disposition look
away]:

As soon as I was given the eye, I hurried in a taxicab to the laboratory.
Within a few minutes I had the eye in the machine. Then I turned on
the current and the waves carrying television were broadcast from the
aerial. The essential image for television passed through the eye within
half and hour after the operation. 0n the following day the
sensitiveness of the eye's visual nerve was gone. The optic was dead. I
had been dissatisfied with the old—fashioned selenium cell and lens. I
felt that television demanded something more refined. The most
sensitive optical substance known is the nerve of  the hmnan eye... I had
to wait a long time to get the eye because unimpaired ones are not often
removed by surgeons... Nothing was gained from the experiment. It
was gruesome and a waste of time."

Visual purple, by the way, is a pigment found in the ‘rods’ of the eyes, which
actually detect the photons of light falling on them. This pigment is necessary
for proper night vision. According to James Murden in Observer’s Guide
to Halley’s Comet, “[If you] remain in darkness for a few minutes a minor
miracle happens; a sensifising secretion known as visual purple coats the
retina [the screen at the back of the eye, where the image is formed) and
renders it hundreds of times as sensitive as it is in normal bright conditions.”

THE FIRST {isms-Dalmat ia)  (lumpy
BRQADCAST

Andrew R. Henderson

An often quoted television remark conoerns the idea that the earliest
Television signals have now reached far out into the Universe and that
somewhere these faint primitive waves could be being received by another
intelligence. I’m sure all of us have wished at some point we could see the
earliest television pictures as if we were there at the time. Sadly time has
passed and we have no video recordings of the first 405—line pictures from
Alexandra Palace. It is difficult to even comprehend what they looked like.

Thinking along these lines I pinpointed the first Outside Broadcast as
the event I would most have liked to see. There are no photographs of the
event, no off screen stills and not even some film. An impossible dream?
Perhaps not.

Although the first official DB was a twoFminute sequence on 5th
September 1936. It featured the comedian Leonard Henry leaving Alexandra
Palace in his car. This was developed from earlier studio experimental work
that had included setting up an Emitron on the balcony outside the studio and
pointing the camera over to the local gasworlrs. The shot was used many times
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in the next three years to cover intervals between programmes. Often a train
would appear as the shot also covered the LNER track‘s too.

A few years ago I took a video camera up to Alexandra Palace to take
some colour and monochrome filtered footage. After a good number of shots I
found myself on the same balcony from sixty years ago. Having set up the
tripod I panned the camera down from the transmitter mast to the park on the
right. Through the monochrome viewfinder I suddenly realised that I was
looking with modern eyes in that same shot more than a half century later.
1Fr'vith better framing you could see the railway line, the gasworlts and the trees
of the park. Even taking into account the growth of the trees I realised that I
was looking at the same view through a camera which was a direct descendant
of the Emitron.

Now with some adjustments to the video image recorded on tape you
can see that same view in it 5 original ratio. I’ve tried to optically and
electronically reproduce the quality of picture seen through the Emitron. The
cameras were red-sensitive, which makes the trees look rather strange. The
gasworks and the railway line are visible.

I can’t pretend that with the passage of years that this is the most
accurate reconstruction possible, but at the very least it brings out that
wonderful feeling of seeing something that no—one has seen for a very long
time. We can’t travel back in time, but we can relive one of the unseen ghosts
of television past.

Remaking television history—in a way!
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Dog“ oar—wane w more
A comment or two from our tv critic, Dicky Hewett

During 1968, an unprepossessing tv comedy series called Dods’Anny hit the405-line black and white screens. Initially it was thought that Perry andCrofts‘ original premise — using the Home Guard for comedy — might backfireand cause offence. Fortunately, this wasn't the case, and Dods’Army soonbecame one of British television's most popular and enduring comedy series.Thirty years- later, as an anniversary treat, BBCE repeated the first sir.telerecorded episodes.
Unfortunately the technical quality of those sir: telcrecordings hasn'ttravelled well. They clearly demonstrate that the optimum recording qualityrelied totally on the ability of the video engineer. In particular, episode twodemonstrated that BBC Television, if they put their minds to it, could producesome of the world’s worst telerecordings. These recordings displayednumerous faults, not helped in one episode by a couple of studio cameras thathad mis—metched gamma plus beam focus problems (even I can do better withmy ancient Elvfl 2031].
But that's an historical technical gripe. What do we find today? Well,the dreaded 'tv improvcrs' are at it again! It's so easy to fiddle, isn’t it chaps? Itmust have been a great strain on the management not to 'colourise' Dods’Army and bring it 'up to date'. The next best thing? Let’s 'enhance’ the studiolaughter! Oh yes indeed, just listen to the 'improved‘ guffaws and the hveakedfitters. The laughter's been ’sweetened', just as on any other current comedyshow, which is perhaps symptomatic of the state of current British television

comedy. But then Dads’Army isn’t or wasn't like any other comedy show. Itwas an original, and you mess .with originality at your peril. Take the’improved’ laughter track on all sin repeated episodes. It's a sloppy job. Thedifference is audihly apparent. The added laughter. is 19905 hi—fi NICAM anddoesn't blend too well with a 1960s television optical sound track. Bycomparison, I have a recording made a few years ago off—air of the first Dods’Army where the original sound track was mercifully untouched. On thatrecording is interesting to note that, although the 1968 studio audiencelaughed in the right places, it wasn't a laughter generated of familiarity, ("Theydon't like it up 'em", "May'I be excused, Captain Mainwaring?", "Just testing,Wflson", 'Tou stupid boy") but more a slightly puzzled, dutiful laughter froman audience not sure what to expect, or how to react. But then that's the charmand education of old recordings. They are time-capsules. Modern fiddlingalways detracts and diminishes.

ADVANCE NOTICE OF FORTHCOMING AUCTION
The Radiophile has received instructions to sell another large quantity of

vintage radio and television receivers and miscellaneous equipment, the sale to
be held in and-November. Further details will be available early in that month
fi'oni the Admin Office.
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WRliiHi’S new
jefi Wright tests your memory

The Braden Beat
Bernard Braden described On The Braden Beat as a “personal

newspaper column of the air”. The programme changed the late night
viewing habits in the mid sixties. About ninety per cent of TV sets were
switched off by l 1 o’clock when Braden began in Septembm l 962 but by
the end of the first run, seventy per cent
were switched on to the quirky
topical mix. Sales of cocoa
plummeted.

A typical set of targets in the
running order of the twenty minute __
show consisted of insurance agents, .
Hitler, the state of  the pound and Sir
Alec Douglas-Home's TV image. '
1viewers liked his victories over
“city hall”, in theb process pricking
egos with wit and humour. He
fought the system as a consumer _ . , _
journalist before we knew what that: . - : -
meant. In taking up the fight agains m tiefifirhdgfifoffiih
vested interests, bureaucracy and petty $5 *7
cficialdom, Braden had run-ins wifli, for instance MIS, the Coastgum‘d
Service, doctors and 1mm, and he also received several slaps on the
wrist fiom the HA Braden had arare talent, the ability to mix the fimny
with the serious without losing the impact of each. Braden and his team
were adept at picking up and reflecting the worries, grouses and
annoyances that surround us. It was a skill inherited by one of his
researchers Esther Rantzei. The show wm the BAPTA of its day and
earned Braden the title of Personality of  the Year in 1965. -

First commercials
At 3.12 on the night of Septemba' 22 1955, Jack Jackson, the host

of Variety, ITV’s first show on that first night, said: “..and here’s the
moment you have all beer waiting for“. Yes, it was the end of part one or
the “natural break” as they called it in those days. A Gibbs SR toothpaste
ad was the first comment's! which ran for aminlne and a half; its producer
called it “an illustrated lecture”. The next day the critics gave their
judgments

J .._‘—...,_ .
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“1 feel neither depraved or uplifted... I’ve already forgotten the
name of the toothpaste”, said The Manchester Guardian The Times
called them “Comic little interruptions“ whilst The Daily Worker
headline said: “Too Much Marge and Toothpaste”. The Uhserver opined
that there wasn’t enough vulgarity and attack in the ads, but a visiting
critic floor The New Fort: Times said the commercials were “a paragon of
British understatement and restraint”.

(In the opening night only about: l'i'tl,fltlt} television sets were equipped to
pic]; up IThif in the London area- those about Ifl-fl,flflfl timed to IT‘U', a quarter
of viewers stayed loyal to the BBC and 11 per cent didn’t even switch on. The
W audimice was far smaller than had been hoped for by - and promised to --
the advertisers, who had paid a fifty per cart premium to appear on that first
night. They were charged about £1,5flfl a minute. Demand was so strong to
secure one of the 23 slots available that a ballot was held and Gibbs SE was
picked out of the hat to be the first shown. There’s a familiar ring to some of the
products advertised, such as Cadbury’s Drinking Chocolate, DunIop tyres,
Woman magazine, Inx, Surf; For, but Crompton’s light bulbs, Summer County
Margarine and Ekco W5 and radios arcno longer made.

Commercial breaks, or “natural breaks” as they used to be called,
were severely governed. No religion, no politics and good taste at all
times were decreed and two committees vetted ads in script and finished
form. For instance, there was a debate in 1956 as to whether toilet rolls
should only be seen wrapped rather than naming free. Natural breaks -—the
term “natural“ was never tested or defined—- were restricted to six minutes
per hour and to avoid any subconscious thoughts of linkage, sponsorship
or endorsement there had to be at least two minutes between any state
occasion, church service, formal royal ceremony or any. appearance by
the royal family (“rapped or running free) and any advertisement.

In 1961 a poll asked housewives: What do youdo when the ads
come on?” 39% said lrnitting sewing or daming, 23% watched the screen
and the rest did household chores. What the husbands did isn’t recorded.
They were probably down the pub. A more recent poll found that 50%
watched, 20% went to the bathroom and the rein to the kitchen. People
must have had much stronger bladders in 1961.

Advertisers could also sell their wares in “Ad Mags”, advertising
magazines, shoppers guides or advertising documentaries, as the decomus
If A called them. Each area had its magwhich featured cod stores, shops,
showrooms and even a pub in which TV personalities ofl‘ered new lines in
ldpper fillets to the viewing masses- They were popular with the viewers
and popular with smaller regional advertisers who couldn’t afford normal
ad rates, but once again the sniffy legislators decided what was best for us.
The poor viewer might find endorsement of products within programmes
confusing, so apopular strand died in 1963-

Namralfireak- tbeptogrammewilleonfinneonthenentpage
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Danger Man
Date: Ilfl‘ September 1960
Time: 3?.3flpm
Place: ITV
Name: John Drake, Danger Man
Location: Boreham Wood.

sger Mon, starring Patrick McGoohan, was Bond before Bond --
it wasn’t until ‘62 that Dr No came to the cinema screen. McGoohan
turned down the role ofBond and the rest — and Sean Connery - is history.
In the vein otclr Berton, Caffen,Jeson King,John Steed and The Saint,
Drake roved the free world saving mankind — and Harold Macmillan —
from dark forces, evildoers, mad scientists and common or garden
power-erased megalomaniacs, saving a dame in distress each week along
the way A line—up of sixties” British screen pulchiitude played girls with
esofic hackgrormds - a bevy of Francescas, Melinas, Matias, Lisas and
Veronicas with not an Ethel in sight. All were saved from a fate worse
than death on screen, although what happened in Bore-ham Wood later we
can only guess at

Pahick McGoohan was
chosen for the part afler ATV saw
him in a television play, The
Greatest Man In The World. He
had been voted TV Acmr ofthe
Year in 1959. Seventy—one
adventures were made and shown
over the next eight years, and
repeated and repeated here and
around the nattld. Foreign
locations — Paris today, New York
tomorrow —- gave the series a
glamorous jet-set feel, doubtless

_ _ designed to enhance its foreign

tenet new sales Mm It we
worked, for by 1962 Danger Men

could be watched fiom Finland to New Zealand, via Algeria, Iran and
Thailand and many other stops along the way. Its first showing in the USA
saw it top the ratings, although it had failed to make an impact with
viewers in the UK in its first outing. That first episode, sub-titledA View
From the Villa, was set in Italy but had its esteiiors filmed at Portmeiiion
in Wales. Seven years later the same place was the setting for
McGoohan’s cult hit The Prisoner, but that’s another story.
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“Danger Man was no ordinary man,” ran the publicity material for
the launch. “He is fast moving, intelligent, powerfirl and completely
independent. He works alone, a man of the world. An international
sportsman and crackshot, when required he shoots to kill. His attitude
towards the feminine sex is guarded. He is  not afraid of women, but he is

‘ afraid of falling in love“. The Swinging Sixties? The critics, however,
were a litde unkind. Television Toohy said: “Patrick McGoohan came
over as a handsome exciting lead, but the characters were cardboard, the
direction jerky and bitty, the script banal: why pick a bad one to start the
series?” afraid of women, but he is afraid of falling in love”. The
Stringing-Sixties? The critics, however, were a little unkind. Television
Today said: “Patrick McGoohan came over as a handsome exciting lead,
but the characters were cardboard, the direction jerky and bitty, the script
banal: why pick a bad one to start the series?”

Order, Order...
[In 19 January, 19?? Christopher Chataway, the Minister of Posts

and Telecommunications, announced in Parliament that he would no
longer exercise his. powers under section I?  of the Television Act 1964.
Did he know that this would mean Lunchtime With Wagon? What he was
announcing vas the end of Government controls on the hours that
television was allowed to broadcast, which meant a cascade of new
progrannnes; probably not since the launch of  ITV in 1955 had so many
new shows hit the screens in one week “Nineteen new shows and twenty
more hours of viewing time for housewives, children, pensioners, the
sick, disabled and shift workers”, said the TV Times. The whole. mix of
television was there; news and current aflfairs soaps, quizzes, music,
comedy, films, a oomucopia of telly goodies and Lunch Time With
Wagon. On Monday there were:

Rainbow
Larry The Lomb
First Report
Mmres
Emmerolole Form _
Tuesday and the rest of the week same".
The Afigic Boll
Dmclttime Willi Wogtnt
Harriet '3 Rookie Town
About Brim
lhtpertBeor
Search Comer
Crown Coot-t
Looks Familiar
Dione is Pwtdo Party
Jokers Wild
GerrerolHospitol
Hopgv House
Mahayana
The Galloping Gourmet.
26 years on, how many of these are still around?
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MERCHANDISE AVAILABLE FROM ROY HUDD ENTERPRISES

I :  ROY Hllflll'S very own HIISIE HRLL' {cassette}. l 5  great music hall songs from the one-man
show with the Alfred Ralston Orchestra. "flhere iId You Get That Hatl", While London Sleeps",
"It's A Great Big Shame', "The Future Hrs. Hawkins". “Our Neighbourhood", "Two Lovely Black
Eyes“. "The Hole in the
Elephant's Bottom", '"Hhen Father Papered The Parlour", “The Spaniard That Blighted lily Life",
"ll Hice Quiet Day". "I Lire In Trafalgar Square". "’arry. ‘arry. any", “Polly Perkins". "The End
of My Old Cigar’. “My Old Dutch“ Gill) [including p R p}.

1: "THE HE'l'fS HlllllIlLlllES'I {double cassette] REE EOLO. Classic sketches, songs and
monologues selected from eighteen years of the record breaking BBC Radio 1 show with Roy,
lune Whitfield. Ehris Emmett. lanet Brown. llllson Steadman and Pete Moss and The
Huddliners.‘ Two hours of pure icy" Daily Mirror. £5.9‘ilp {including p E p} * Autographed by
the cast *

3: 'RO‘I' HIllIO'S ROOR OF MUSIC HILL, 1WIRIET‘Ir Allfl SHO‘l‘ll IlllSlllESS AHEIOTES" [book
and double cassette}. Roy's collection of over llllllll‘ true tales of show business. Funny. sad.
fascinating and positively Rabelaisian! Published by Robson Rooks: 'flle anthology of the year"
Hie Innoby Hines. The paper back rersion is sold out but I do have some hardback copies left
at the paperback price: £3.99 (incl. p! p}.

4: DOIIRLE cisscrrc. Roy reads the book cusp (me. p s p}.
5: "THE HIIIJIJIJIIES RHIIIIRL" [book]. I! rip-e collection of sketdses. songs and figs by the
Hudofiines’ top writers. £7.99p [including p E p} * Signed by the cast.

5: 'fllEO'l'APE: ‘IOHES THRT “OH THE WAR". 5 unique collection of the great 'llariety
comics in action hosted by Roy. Herro ll Knox, jack Euchanan. 1Will Hay. Scott Sanders, charlie
Chester, jimmy Wheeler. Tommyr Handley R ffl'll, Richard Murdoch, Kenneth Home. Sam Ecsta.
Haurice Oenham, George formby. Robb IWilton. 31:c Greniell, Stainless Stephen. Wilson Repple
8: Betty, "Honsewer" Eddie Gray, Bud Flanagan. Tommy Trinder. Frank Randle, The Western
Brothers, Sid Field. Richard l-Iearne. Sidney Howard. lllaa Miller, Ralph Reader, Old Mother Riley
I Gracie Fields. £l139p find. P R P].

T: 'FIIH ‘l'l'lTI-IOITT 1l'll.l‘.'i|I.Rl'I"f" [book]. Ell beautiful full colour repros of Victorian E
Edwardian Popular Entertainment Posters in Catherine Haill's new book £ l4 .flp.  [including p E
PI-

3: 1'THE PAHTOIIIIIIIE DOOR". A unique collection of the most famous panco gags and
sketches. Invaluable to anyone involved with panto. EILS‘Sp. {including p E p}. Highly
recommended.

All CHEQUEWSTAL ORDERS should be nude payable to

ROY HUDD EHTERPRISES, PO Box 8923, London SW4 DID.
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IF YOUR INTEREST IN COWGATIONS EKTENDS TO
WIRELESS OF DAY S GONE BE YOU SHOULD BE READING

I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio,
in military, aeronautical or marine communications, in broadcasting,
audio or recording, in radionavigation or in commercial radio systems
fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is the magazine for you.
I Articles on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques, valves,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — yonfll find them
all! Plus features on museums and private collections, with colour
photographs of  some of their most interesting exhibits-

I |Covering developments from the days of Faraday, Maxwell, Hertz,
Lodge and Marconi to the recent past, RADIO BYGONES is edited by
Geoff Arnold G3GSR, who is also Editor of Humans Magnificat, the
popular bi-monthly magazine for Morse enthusiasts.
I RADIO BYGONES is published six times a year. Asubscription costs
£13.50 for one year by post to UK addresses, £19.56 to Europe or £23-16
to the rest of the world, airmail.

I If you would like to see a sample copy, send £3-00 (£3.20 overseas] to
the Publishers at the address below. RADIO BYGONES is not available
at newsagents. _ '

I Please make" cheques or postal orders payable to G1] Arnold Partners.
{Overseas remittances must be in Sterling, payable in the UK. Cheques
must be drawn on a London clearing bank).

Payment from the UK or overseas by Accessi'EurocardiMastercard or
1“-i'isa is also welcomed; please quote your card number, card expiry date,
and your name and address as registered with the card company.

G C Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby Close,

msBroadstone, Dorset BH18 SJB, England [i
' TelephonerTAK: 01202 653474 i_:

3-95
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FREE SAMPLE
iF YOU BUY,
SELL OH COLLECT
OLD mores YOU NEED...

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED
Antique Radio'5 Largest lltonthljur Magazine

. 3000+ Subscribersi tflfl+ Page Issues!
Classifieds {300+ monthly} - Ads tor Parts & Services - Aflicies

Auction Prices - Meet in Flea Market Info. Also: Early TV, Art Deco.
Audio, Ham Equip. Books. Telegraph, 40's it 50's Radios a More...

Free 20-Horo' ad each month for subscrflaers.
Subscriptions: $17.95tor 6-month trial.

$34.95 tort yoar($51.95 for 152 Class Hail).
Call or write for foreign rates.

Collector's Price Guide books by Bunis:
Antique Radios. 8500prices, 650coIlorphotos...........$t3.95
Transistor Radios. 22mprices, #09 color photos ...... $15.95

Payment required Bill! om'or. Mosaflfl perbooir orderiorshipping.

_ _ ARC... P.0. Bo: Hafiz-A12. Carllsle, I'M {11141
I ' ' -' ; I Phone: (508) 311-0512 -— Farr: (508) 371-?1 29

Use Visa or MasterCard for easiestpayment!
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_ me .. 5'0 Mycfi More
Man/2152‘ a

Magazém ..
Your

' ;  - Ei,}E&Eho?fi-¥E1ufi!9% magmas-mu

Radiophile
subscription

3533:?” is the keyI ' flaw "fifi “fiat-sLam, ‘

ISince 1991 every issue of the magazine has t o  all the
i fingered an Gum-ending and evocativg‘idfl ' -

{Mn Hume __ f011 ow1ng:
1i Authoratatiye yet Entertaining Articles on All Aspects of
Vintage Radio
'II Access to a Huge Library of Servicing Information _
1i Technical Information Service from a Team of Experts
across Britain _
‘II Hugely Enjoyable Vintage Radio Expositions Four Times a
Year - ' ' - _ . '
ll Specialised Auctions of Vintage Radio Receivers and
Equipment. " ' , '
All these and more can be yours for just £18“‘: the cost of a six-
issue subscription. No forms, no fuss, simply send a cheque
(sorry, no credit cards) to The Radinphfle, “Larkhjll”,
Newport Road, Woodseayes, Stafford, ST20 GNP. Telephone
(business hours only) and fax (anytime): 01785 284696.
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us. "ism mm was.
This society was founded in 1989 with fevver than twenty
members. Since then it has grown in membership to well
over one hundred, and has certainly grown in stature.
The various broadcasting authorities acknowledge the
wealth of information and expertise possessed by the
membership, and regularly refer inquiries direct to the
society.

all aspects of television trade test transmissions are
included within the interests of The Circle: Test Cards
and patterns, accompanying music, slides and still
pictures, Service Information bulletins, Trade Test
Colour Films, and, of course, the dear old BBC
Demonstration Film.

A quarterly 48—page magazine is issued which contains
lively and interesting articles on all of these topics. Each
spring, a convention is held in the little market town of
Leominster, where members can meet for a delightful
weekend of wonderful music and pictures, good
companionship, and pure nostalgia. It is also a great deal
of fun.

If you are interested in this fascinating subject, write to
the Secretary, Curtons House, School Lane, Walpole St
Peter, WISBECH, P1314 'P'PA, and if you send a 12.  5” x 9"
self addressed envelope with a 50 pence stamp, we will
be pleased to send you a sample copy of the Circle's
magazine.
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ASK YOURSELF THREE QUESTIONS...
1 .  Bored with the same old dreary, overpriced
merchandise at cotteotors' fairs and antique marts?

2. Do you collect any of these?

Stamps and Postal History
Picture Postcards
Cigarette and Phone Cards
Cameras and Photography items
Co ins  and Banknotes
Military, Naval and Aviation items
Pop,  Stage and Screen memorabilia
Autographs
Things to do with Sport and Transport
Old Toys
Ephemera, Documents and Prints
Books
The weirdest k ind of Collector's i tems

3. Would you like to be offered a selection regularly,

often at less than deaiers' prices?

Yes? Then it's time you got in on the secret and disoarered lJlttEllH htllIFlflliS, an established
companp in Bournemouth who held auctions of all titese items euenr month and issue detailed 56-
puge catalogues in udeance. {:ua't get dorm ta Baumemoath? Ito problem! Just tilt in the bid form
and send an open cheaue or give us your credit card number. 'lou set on upper limit for poor bid and
are don't abuse your trust {proprietor is a 405 Alireril. The spetem does work! Contact us too if you
urish to sell items to a broad range of interested and motivated people.

Enquiries to Phiiip Howard on 012fl2-292905.the catalogue of the nest auction costs £2 [annual
subscription hp post £22} hat you can phone or unite tor your first copy FREE.

‘ anneal containment nan,
81 an caterer-unit Road. common, m m
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ANTIQUE RADIO _
. MAGAZINE

BIMESTRALE I}! RADIO D’ EPOCA E DINTORNI

Antique Radio Hagae is a hi-menlldjr magaehle dedicated to the We radius and sarreeudings,
published he Mese’ Edisieni.

The magan'neJavishhrandh-eatdihiliy prildedinarthooltsljrle, isnawenteriigintnthedthyear nflife
and deqiite it is mainlyr adhessed tn specialised people, it is gaining mare and mere silliness wnrld-wide.
ddicles go from the heginnings at telemisalins 1t the radia as element at [listen nfeustems and
wltnre.

. liar is to make the wide public aware of this faseinatig warhi which has now became of great interest.

Animpmtantlaadmarhwasuurreeentwhlieatienulthehapertauthnnhnamedddaralio,
fieriadiim uenin".

We almefier a mmpmhensise seleelien ufradiohnahsfrom ulherlinrqiean puhlishers,manjefwhich
are hard tn find elsewhere. Please ashfer our latest Es [iris satiegue.

{lash ferwanl to senrhlg yen.

Years Trill}r I

linse' liallocchio, Edihl'

For more infermatien or orders please write or
telephone Mese’ Edisieni, Via Besce 4, 31010 Maser
(TV) Ital}r - Tel. 00 39 4233950385; Fax 00 39 423-
529049;e-mai1: mose@ficsbrhefrhejt
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A Notice to all Dinosaur customers
We recentlv realised that it's a little over five years since we
supplied the first Dinosaur standards converter — th is  realisation
came as a shock to us. What  started ou t  as  an  occasional hobbv  has
grown into something approaching a small business. I can now look
back on over fifty standards converters and nearlv a hundred
modulators and wonder where the time went!

We also look at our  collections of earlvr radios and televisions
gathering dust for want  of attention. Something has to give, and  so
it i s  with a heavv heart that  we must announce that at least for the
time being Dinosaur is closing its doors to new business. This need
not be a permanent closure; watch this Space for future
developments. _
In the meant ime there are still a few 'Testcard 'U'  Like' generators
left for sale including the  new full colour testcard 'F‘ generator
{available for the ridiculouslv low price of £160 plus £3 PM?) so get
vour  orders in now.  We are  (natural lv)  st i l l  open for spares, service
and  of course extra images for the testcard generators.

We would like to thank all of our customers, many of whom we‘ve
come to know and consider as  friends — without vou r
encouragement 'Dlnosaur‘ would not have been possible.

Dave Grant & Hike Izvckv
Dinosaur Designs, 4 Kemble Drive, Bromlev, Kent, BR2 8P2.
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AS SEEN 9" 11V. OFFICIAL

EMERGENCY-WARD I0
A delightful gift for an}.r girl. Smart
blue silk taffeta dress. tie-en heads
dress and pinafere, separate eufls,

YOU RS beautiful blue rayen cape

FOR DEF

5
lined with crimson art
silk. Tny instrument kit
includes s t e thoscope ,

‘ hypodermic, fereeps,
. thermnmeter, feb step-

3‘ 5 ”53- watch. ectaseepe, spee-
at 54“ taeles, and Ward 10

Nu rsing certificate. In black
plastic case.

Length: 26”——32”t 4—9 yrs.
(state size}.

CASH 24!" p153 $33? '
Cheaper model ineindes: dress,
cape, apron and head - dress.

_ . - 15,311 pins 1/! pip.
Send 6d. fer Christmas Cnleur Catalngne.

MONTROSE PRODUCTS (Tm)
623/7 Hettomr new, Lennon, M9

n . . -

Hemp}!r days! But what's rm ectuscupe? I knew what u mnnnscnpe
i s  but an eetuseepe. . .
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ELECTRONIC CLASSICS:
COLLECTING. RESTORATION &
REPAIR

if collecting and restoring old radios (or TVs, telephones or hi—fi
' amplifiers) is your hobby AND you think others have more fun, more

luck, then this book is for you. it's the most comprehensive book ever
published on the subject, with no padding, no repetition of what's
already in other books. This book starts where the others leave ofii

Gnly this book reveals secrets such as...
Can broken valves be mended?
Plow that obsolete i ts are more difficult to find than valves, where do you get
all those hard-to-tind parts?
Can noisy volume controls he silenced permanently (without using a big

_ hammer}?
How do you finish off apparatus to museum display standards?
Are takes easy to spot?
Can you really destroy an item‘5 value by crummy restoration? (You bet you
can!)
Why do some collectors haveall the luck and what‘s their secret?
How do you tell the rogues in this hobby and what remedy do you have against
them?
Where do people get archive programme material?
Is it worth joining a society and i t  so, which one?
Can you really make a living out of your hobby?
Are there easy ways of restoring old sets?
Which books and materials do you need?
How can ‘fflll score repeatedly at auctions and antique fairs?
How come the dealers always get hold of the tastiest stock?

..and this book doesn‘t mince vvords!

This book will encourage you in your hobby and build up your
confidence at tackling those restoration tasks yourself — and save
you a fortune'In the process.

Published by Nevvrres at i t  9. 99 and available through all good
bookshops
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TreaSures in Transfiibn
This is  the area for buy ing and  selling ai l  k inds of th ings to do  w i th
television, new o r  oid. Want  to jo in  in? Then send '  us  you r
advert isement:  there is no charge, al though if space i s  short we
may have to 'prune' out the least relevant adverts or hoid them
over unt i l  next  time.

WHAT'S IN AND WHAT'S OUT -
These advertisements are primarily for private sales but traders are also weicome-
The Business Advertisements {Disclosure} Order of I??? requires people who are
commerciaf deaiers to make this fact clear in their advertisements. The ietter {'i') at
the end of an'adrvertisement indicates that the advertisement is trade' and {NS} that
the advertisement has been placed by a non-subscriber. Any job advertisements are
bound by the Sex Discrimination Act, 1935 and the Age Discrimination Act, 2093.

Test card music and old TV programmes are is subject to the same- rules of
copyright as other recorded works and it is unlawful to serif amateur or professional
recordings of same. Swapping same for no gain is possibly not illegal but 405 Aiir've
does not want'to test the law on this subject so we will only accept advertisements
from people who will indemnify us in this respect.

PLUGS NEEDED _
If you are seiling any electricaf appliance without a plug on it, you are breaking the
iaw. Domestic electrical appliances manufactured in or imported to the UK must be
fitted with a correctly fused I3-amp ping. We suggest that our kind of antique
treasures are Iaheiled “Collector’s item, not to be connected to the mains without
examination by a competent eiectrician" or something similar. ‘

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
1. Whilst care is taken to establish the bona fides of advertisers. readers are strongfy
recommended to take their own precaution before parting with money in response
to an advertisement. We do not atcept any" responsibility for dealings resulting from
these advertisements, which are published in good faith. That said, we wiil endeavour
to deal sympathetically and effectively with any difficulties but at our discretion. _
Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In related coilecting fields, replicas and
reproductions have proven to be difficult to identify. so beware of any itemsy'of
doubtful origin' and assnre yourself of the authenticity of anything you propose
buying. And try to have fun; after aii, it's only a hobby!
2. Much of the equipment ofiered for sale or exchange does not conform to present-
day safety and electric standards. Some items may even be iethai in the hands of the
inexperienced. This magazine takes no responsibility for these aspects and asks
readers to take their own precautions. ‘
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STANDARDS CONVERTERS. Building your own is not a realistic proposition unless
you already have seriously advanced design and construction facilities. it’s not a task
for amateurs, not even for gifted ones. Many of the parts needed are available only
from professional sources and not in one-off quantities. whilst some previous designs
for converters can no longer be copied because the custom chips are no longer
made. Unfortunately the production of these marvellous devices has now ceased.
Note also our two advern'sements in this secn'on for a conversion service.

HODULATORS. Two designs for modulators have been published in Television
magazine but we don’t recommend either today. One uses hard-to-find
components, whilst the other one is good but requires you to make your own
printed circuit board and wind your own coils very accurately. There was an
excellent ready-built modulator from Dinosaur Designs but production has ceased
until further notice.

COMPONENTS. Here is a brief list of suppliers; you can have a much extended
two-page list by asking for FAQ SHEET 3 and sending one first-class stamp loose plus
a SAE to The editorial address. Most valves and other components are not hard to
find: we can mention Billington Export {DI403—l'3496l, £50 minimum order},
Colomor Ltd {01403336559}, Kenzen {Elli-446 4346), Wilson Valves {M434-
654650, 420?“), Sound Systems of Suffolk {fil4T3-T2l493} and PM Components
{fli‘duSdflSll}. A good non-commercial supplier of hard-to-find types is Phil
Taylor, 3 Silver Lane. Billingshurst. Sussex. RHl4 lElRP. For hard-to—find transistors
we have heard of - but phone numbers may have changed — AQL Technology
{Ell 251-34 I?! l}, The Semiconductor Archives {WEI-159i T908), Vectis Components
Ltd. [DIME-669335] and Universal Semiconductor Devices Ltd. {{ll494~ ?9I239).

NB: Several of these firms have minimum order levels of between {H} and £33. For
American books on old radio and TV. also all manner of spares, try Antique Radio
Supply, (phone 00 l—EDZ-Blfl 5‘” l , fax Di} i-éfll 320 4643}. .Their mail order service
is first—class and they have a beautiful free colour catalogue [or is it color catalogl).
Would you like to recommend other firms? If you think a firm gives good service
please tell us all! .

SERVICE DATA. The Radiophile, publisher of 405 Alive. has a huge library of service
information which is available to readers at very reasonable prices. Please address
your requirements to Graham at the Admin, Office. The Radiophiie, Larkhill.
Newport Road. 1'll'll'oodseaves, STAFFORD, STED GNP or fax them to Di TBS-234696.
The following firms are also noted, and don't forget the annual volumes TV 3: Radio
Servicing at the public library. .
Hr  Bentley, 2? DeVere Gardens, llford, Essex. iG l  3E3 {DlBl-554 663 l}.  Thousands
of technical manuals and service sheets.
Alton Bowman, 4!}? East Avenue, Canadaigua. NY Milli—9564, USA. Schematics
for all USA radio, TV, organ. etc. equipment |92{l_-l9?ll. _
Hauritron Technical Services, 41a High Street, Chinnor, Orton, OX9 4D] {NEH-i-
35 594, fax fll844-352554). Photocopies of old service sheets, other technical data.
Savoy Hill Publications, SD Heddon Street, Bideford, Devon, E13139 EEO {Elli}?-
424280). Large library of service data for photocopying.
Technical information Services, T6 Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarks-, l""li_‘3I lHF
{Dlfi9B-BB3344l383343, fax Dl£9B-884325}, 'World's largest selection of manuals.
|930s to current date. Britishand foreign'.
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in addition, 405 Aliver Bernard Mothersill iIas ofi‘ered to photocopy (at cost) items
_ from his own extensive collection of service sheets for l9505 and 605 TV sets. There

are dozens and dozens, mainly Alba, Ekco. Bush. FergusoniThorn, GEC. Murphy,
Perdio. Pilot, also a few Decca..Deiiant. HM‘v'. KB, McMichael. Peto Scott. Philco,
Regentone and Ultra. Write with international reply coupon plus unstamped self-
addressed envelope to him at 3 Cherryd Close. Clonsilia. Dublin IE; Eire.

HOW TO WRlTE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS THAT WORK
I .  Start by mentioning the product or service you are selling or want. By doing so.
you make it easier for the reader.
2. Ahvays inciude the price. Research has shown that 52 per cent of people who
read classified ads will not respond to ads that fail to mention a price.
3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Will the reader know what a NEED? is! if it's a
IZ-inch table model W from IBSEI say so!
4. Put yourself'In the position of the reader. is all the information included?

NOTE: Thanks to referrals and mentions in the press we are now receiving a fair
proportion of advertisements of sets for sale from members oi the public. We print
their descriptions in good faith but their descriptions may not be as accurate or as
well-informed as those made by. say. a keen and knowiedgeabie enthusiast.

A PLEA! When sending in your advertisement piease do put a date on it. We don't
normally type in your advertisement on the day received and instead all smali ads go
into a iiie ready for typing later. But what happens then ii_| come across three
undated ads all from the same person and one of them says 'This is my new ad,
please cancei previous ones'! it does happen, so please be kind enough to date your
ad- . .

l5 lT 1iiiiiLLiE FOR MONEY?
It's unwise to pay too much but it's also unwise to pay too little.

When you pay-too much. you lose a little money. that is all. When you pay
too iittle. you sometimes lose everything because the thing you bought was incapabie
of doing the thing you bought it to do.

The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot.
It can't be done. If you deai with the lowest bidder. it's well to set aside something
for the risk you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something
better.

Attributed tofohn Ruskin, i3IF-i90t1

REPAIRS
"We do three kinds of job— quick, cheap and good. You can have any two of the

three. You can have a good quick job but it wont be cheap. You can have a good
cheap job but it won't be quick. And you could ask us to do a quick, cheap job but it
wouldn't be any good." ‘

Adgoted done a repair shop 5.3:? in Canada;
reported in The Guardian and submitted by Mark Braiisford

CONVERSION SERWCES:
H1500 and NITRIC} tapes converted to VHS or U-Matic free of charge {I can
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also convert them to 405-line in the process if you require]. Please send a
blank T«VHS or U—Matic tape, your original N1500 f N1200 tape and an
adequately stamped addressed Jiffy bag to Mike Bennett G?TRF, 3 High View
Gardens, Esmouth, Devon. E18 2JR. Phone: 01395-2T9?32 or e—mail
nldb2@permanent.co.nk

I will convert your 625—line tapes to broadcast—standard 405 lines on my
digital line—store standards converter. Free of charge to subscribers of 405
Alice. Please send blank tape {VHS only) for output and return postage. Input
tapes can he accepted on Philips H00, EIAJ, Video2000, Beta or 1VHS. David
Looser, Maristow, Holbrook Road, Harkstead, IPSWICH, Suffolk, IP9 IBP.
Phone 01493—323649.

[Publisher's note: These oiers are most generous and users may care to
send a fies-will donation towards costs as well. There may he a delay in
handling conversions if many people take up these ofi‘ers.)

FOR SALE: Three choice tellies fiom the 19505. Bush 10” “Food case (F924,
the more stylish variant of the W22}. Pye VT4 12”, with amethyst-tinted
screen filter. Another one, without the filter {clear screen). All clean and un-
got at, £150 the three together. Sets are in deepest Kent; ask for John on
arses-891155 [NS].

FDR SALE, [due to lack of space]: MARCONIPHUNE W161, 16 inch table
model, slight scratches to cabinet, but works OK. (RF. gain is a bit low} £20
o.n.o.
MURPHY V250 table model, “as foun ” condition but is complete, cabinet not
bad £20 o.n.o.
WRSUM SK992 , '3' inch, late 60's lullelFlr UHF mini TV. good raster and
radio OK. but no video signal hence £15 o.n.o. (Schematic included- quite
small may he able to parcel post?)
GE.C. 10 inch table set, wooden cabinet {model no. not known) a bit like the
BT5144 of 1950 vintage, but may be earlier. Probably post—war but does look
like a pro-war design? £30 o.n.o. {This may be a rarity I honestly don’t know-
give me a phone and I will do my best to describe it}.
ADMIRAL, 5 inch, 525 line, American table model in bakelite case, mains
transformer replaced with 240v unit— so safe-to plug in, but needs more
electrical repairs to finish, this is rare so is £370 a fair price? [open to offers of
course] -
EY51 valves - I have a box full of new EYfils still in their cartons— £3 each plus
postage if anyone wants one. I've also got a pile of new colour line output
valves PD 5103 and such like- FREE to good home!
SONY @2031 U-Matic player, mint condition works fine (a very efficient
door-stop! boat anchor) FREE to good home, if no takers this is going to the
tip {if I can pick it npl). _
And finally the “offer you can’t refuse”: if any 405 Alive reader can find me an
English Electric T40 or similar model {see Radio and T.V. servicing volume IV
page 312) they can have ALL of the above {Apart from the Admiral) in
exchange is that a good deal? or I will pay cash for the T40. Call any time,
Rob Walsh 0161—428 6269 (Cheshire).
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FOR SALE: Marconi combined radio and TV, ,model WC54DA, with
bakelite tube surround. Please ring Doug Bunt on ONES-385533 (Bucks).

FOR SALE: Does your carefully restored vintage wireless look somehow
incomplete? Want to impress your cultured friends? Then buy one of my
genuine BBC opera libretto booklets to strew casually across the top of your
set! Genuine British Broadcasting Company issues (1926) £2 each [only two
left, will supply later issue along with 50p refund if sold out), Corporation
issues (192?,1’8} £1511]I each. Prices are post-paid inland. Andrew Emmerson,
F1 Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 SPH.

300K FOR SALE: Closed—Circuit Television Single—Handed, by Tony
Gibson Pitman, IQTE, 144-page hardback. Es—library copy. Nothing Special but
useful pix of cameras, microphones and open-reel VTRs. Bargain at £1 plus
Sflp pfizp. Ring first to check unsold. Andy Emmerson, 01604-344130.

FOR SALE: Camcorder accessories: Realistic—brand tie—clip microphone
[model 33—1058}, all as new. Hoya lens parts, all for 52mm fitting: multivision
prismatic thingy {for rotating muitiple images}, plus filters for soft-spot, fog
effect, colourburst, starburst, x4 neutral density and graduated grey. Cost
fortunes but £22 the lot, post—paid. Ring first to check unsold. Andy
Emmerson, 01604-844130.

FOR SALE: RCA system video discs. Jon Bird has come across 14 of
these, which might make someone happy. They are not laser discs of course
but made for the obsolete RCA CED system (625 lines PAL). Please contact
Jon Bird in the Grand Duchy of Whitstable, fll22?—2?3952 (NS).

FOR SALE: GIRL FILM 3r TELEVISION ANNUAL No l. 1957. lst edition of
this attractive tv & movie series. No dfw. £3. BBCTV PRESENTS. A Fiftieth
anniversary celebration. Nicholas Moss.1936. Lavish glossy picture book of
sscrv history. £5. TECHNIQUES oF TELEVISION PRODUCTION. Rudy
Breta. McGraw—Hill. 1953. 15t ed. Swimming in tv production
picturesfstudiosfcamerasfob vansftransmittersfyou name it! No dfw. £8.
TELEIHSION PRODUCTION HANDBOOK. Herbert Zettl. 2”"1 ed 1963. This
American book on tv is absolutely dripping with pictures of cameras,
pedestals, lenses, microphones, vt machines. 541 pp. Vu'tually mint interior.
No dfw. £8 INDEPENDENT TELEVISION ENGINEERING FOR COLOUR
Pat Hawker 192a}. Well illustrated ITA technical publication showing ITV
colour tv deveiopment. Scarce. £3 SEE IT HAPPEN. Making of ITN.
G.CDI{.. Fascinating account of the start of ITN. Illustrated. dfw. £5 Ali
items in VGC. Postage minimum £1. Contact Dicky Howett 01245441811, e-
mail: Dicky.Howeit@hiinternet.com

FOR SALE: large list of scarce radio, teievision and film books from the
19305 onwards—send SAE to'get your copy. Various issues of Radio Times
from 192?—1935 at £6  each. Roger Godden, 5{} Barton Hill Drive, Minster—on-
Sea, Sheerness, ME12 3NE. Exhibiting at the 9.5mm Chiswick Film Fair,
Saturday lTl'l October from 12 noon (Town Hall, Turnham Green, London
W4).
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FOR DISPOSAL: 200-300 Tl? valves; presumably" free but ring up to find
out. ME. Clark, Luton 01532-5’23433 daytime (NS).

FREE TO GOOD HOME: Ekco ties—line Til, 1'?-inch 13-channel table
model, type T3'fll. Good external condition, worked fine when last used 30
years ago. Shame to destroy it. Tom Morgan, Gloucester fll452~422T26
evenings and weekends {NS}.

FDR DISPOSAL: The idea is that these items should not go to the tip but
some pocket money in return would not he turned down. Peto Scott HIST 1'?—
inch table model TVIFM radio [I'I'll oonversion). Good working order with
virtually brand—new CRT fitted circa 1984, with service manual and notes on
alterations. lslider 421219 12—inch console TV (“rather good looldng, sloping
forward cabinet), also converted for IT? and FM radio, with service manual.

Has good CRT but LOFT is burnt—out; radio still works. Many spare valves
from the 11350::lr 605, some new in hos [Tnngsram). Various miscellaneous

components; collection of new resistors and capacitors (Philips service kit),
plus a Grundig 809 tape recorder, not working but ideal for spares. Vendor
was service engineer during the 1950sf60s. Large number of radio and TV
sendoe sheets from trade magazines. Mr S. Porter, Ivlatloclz, Derbys., tele:
01629-322127 (NS).

FOR DISPOSAL, SOME FREE TO GOOD HOME: some excellent CRTs

as follows. One W313i}, 12” round, new. One unknown 14" round, used but

good. Three W36—24 14" rectangular, new. Two AWdS-‘Ffl I?” rectangular,

re-gun. One CMTS 17” rectangular, re—gun. Modest ‘donation’ requested for
the above tubes.

Seven unknown 1'?” rectangular re—guns, all about the 1960—19131] era,
these ones free to good home. J. Rudrum, Eastbourne (01323—529443) {NS}.

WANTED: Part Two LINK 110 handbook. also IEEGEMI T9]?! camera parts.
Especially needed, power leads, batteries. Sync, DTL and coder boards. -
Working surveillance unit for LDK5 camera. Contact Dicky Hewett {11245-
441811, e—mail DicQ.Howett@bn'nternetcom

WANTED: any episode on video of Oliver Postgate ,i'Peter Firmin’s

SmallFilms: Sui-u & Hoppiiy, Adventures of Twiasle, The Hogwings, Pogles’
Wood. Please contact Malcolm Batchelor on 01582401394 or write 131
Chesford Road, Luttm, LUE EDP.

WANTED: Philips insoo vcs. Richard Bell, 91 Kings Road, Melton
Mowbray, LE13 IQQ.

WANTED: Does anyone have early video recordings of television
programmes that they would be kind enough to swap? I have a limited
collection to trade on a one for one basis if desired. I am particldarly
interested in the 19603 and We. also, does anyone have video recordings of
the 196? TV series ‘The Invaders‘ starring Roy Thinnes? 1 need most of the
season one episodes. 1 have season 2 to swap on a one for one basis if desired.
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I aiso have neariy every episode of 'Lost in Space' to swap. George Windsor
(11252-334212; e-mail: genres windsor@cese.co.uk

WANTED: IKEGAMI F91) camera parts. Especially needed, power leads,
batteries. Sync, DTL and coder boards Contact Dicky Hewett 01245-441311,
e—nlaji: Dicky.Howett@btinternet.eom

WANTED: Bush W30 14” portahie from 195359, also any.of the following
Bush sets considered. W53, W62, W63, W?5, WT6, WW, W33, W34,
W35, W 93, W95. Must be complete with cabinets in good condition.
Contact Alan Moore on 0131-643 665?.

WANTED: 405-line valve 14” video monitor by Pye. Andrew Emmerson,
01604—344130. Good price paid for right models so try me!

MESSAGE: Watts Radio [1 West Street, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 ?PS, tele:
01453-32446] has been here since the 19205 and in that time has
accumulated all sorts of things. It is time I found good homes for some of
those things. Of interest to you may be lots of W service manuals, some W
spares {LOPTXs, valves, scan coils, transformers, two CRTs). I don’t want to
make money out of these, onIy find good homes and gain some much needed
space. We do have older kit- too, to do with radio, including a carhoy of
sulphuric acid for radio L.T. accumulators. Call Jim Badman to make an
app-ointment to view.

FOR SALE: Bush TVEZ, complete with genuine early ”Sills magnifying
lens. To be offered at the auction sale to take place at The Radiophile East of
England Exposition at Cowhit, near Spalding, Lines, on 13th. October, 1993.
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HOW TO GET YOUR NAME IN  405  ALIVE
gheekieflabmoflmpzofilemflomfltaaflsm.

WE WANT TO HEARFRDM YOU!
Letters are always welcome and nearly all of them (unless marked Not For
Publication} get published. Lengthy screeds may be edited for clarity.
Electronic mail is also welcome. Address this to m idshires @ en's. eonk
Notes &Queries (for publication in the magazine}. Keep them coming... and
your answers to them.
Enquiries requiring an individual reply. These are answered when time
perndts. You must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferable! , also
your telephone: number {in case it is quicker to telephone a reply). Please be
patient —- thanks.
Articles are also most weloome. We get so many good ones 1i1at publication can
take sometimes up to a year or so, but don’t let that deter you. They can
sometimes be held back when we group two or three together when they
support a common “theme”..
But I can’t write like the big names do! Don’ t worry. We can sort out your
grammar and speling It s the facts and your ideas that count
How to submit material. If at all possible please TYPE your contributions
using a dark, black ribbon. This enables them to be read straight into the
word-processor by a document scanner. Magicl Contributions on 3.5” PC-
compntm disk are also welcome and your disk will be returned Please process
your nerds in some popular 1timed-prooessing format, ideally as an ASCII file. If
in doubt please ring first on orooo-aosszs — thanks. You can also fax your
letters, ads and articles on 01604-821641
Advertising rates. Suhscdbers’ Classified: small—ads are flee. Trade small-ads
cost just £1 per line. Display ads, using your arhaork: £25 per full page, £13
pm half—page. We can supply artwork at extra cost if required. Charges must be
are—paid
BACK NUMERS
Some recent back issues are available from the Stafl‘ordshire address; send SAE
‘Wlflfl enquiries. In afew cases the editor can lend originals for photocopying
FAQ FILES I
FAQs are frequently asked questions, so we are keeping three files of FAQs and
their answers ready— for printing out on request for readers. These files will be
updated as new information comes in. The files are already quite lengthy and
contain material already published, so it would not be fair on established
subscribers to reprint them in the magazine. FAQfile Irons to 5? pages and
covers general points about old TV and how to get old television sets working
again. FAQfile 2 is a reprint on all the articles on test card music and IT‘il
station ident themes; it enters 15 pages. FAQ file 1 oosts £3.00 and file 2 costs
£1.06 (both post paid}. These prices cover just the cost of copying and postage
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plus the horrendous cost of banking your cheque (63 pencel]. FAQfile 3
covers suppliers of hard-to-find electronic components and service data; for
this one send one first class stamp and :1 SEE. {Awflable from 1?} Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN2 BPH; cheques payable to Andrew Emmerson.)

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OW COPY OF 405 am '
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy - now you can‘t wait to receive your
own copy four fimes a year. Send a cheque for £16 (inland and BFPO} or a
Enrocheqne' or sterling banker’s draft for £20 (all other territories) made out
to The Radiophfle, which will pay for a year's subscription (four issues). We
regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled Send money to
‘larkhill’, Newport Road, Woodseayes, Stafford, ST20 GNP, not to
Northampton.

ENQUIRIES REGARDING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please write, marking your letter for the attention of the Admin. Office, The
Radiophile, ‘Larkhill’, Newport Road, Woodseayes, Stafford, STED GNP. We
regret we can no longer handle telephone calls. Please do not ring the
Northampton [01604] number either regarding subscriptions since all
business details are now handled from Staffordshire.

EX CHANGE PUBLIGA TIONS
You may  wish to contact the following allied interest groups  and
publicat ions (please  send SAE with all enquir ies} .

EDITEH VIKTAGE I'IIIEESS SDCIETI": Pat leggatt, 23 High Paris Iloall, Far-ham, fills 'flL
BRITISH IliflfiElIII 'I'EIEIHSIDII illlB: Dare Lawton EDIIID, Erenellurst, Pinewood Road,
High lycemlle, Ducks, Ill'12 4DD.
MD! BAHDI'ID‘I'H IV assooanon: Dong Pitt, I Duranrooil Drive, II'Iollaton,

Nottingham, HES 2D].
TES'I' CARD IL'IIIELE {I'll trade test transmllnions and test earl Insir}: Eli-tons House,
Srhool Lane, Ilalpole St Peter, Iisherl, I‘E14 TF5.
DH TEST DIED ELIIB, lieith Harrier, J Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4HII.
SAVEIIS DF TIELEHISIDII HID RADID SIIDI'IS [S.T.fi.ll.5.}, 9'5 Headlrale lloall, Ealing,
london, '5 "III.

“none more, Hose’ Eilizioni, we Bum 4, 3mm  Heeer {tr} Italy - Tel. no as 423-
DSDEDE; Fan DD 39 423-529-049; e-Inail: MMfi
AHTIQIIE memo cussmen, no. Do: sea-m 2, Carlisle, in M 141 , Ilsa.
IIIISH names more a souno sonar: Henry lloore, a serum tleee, Ililliney, Co.
Dublin. —
RADIO DTGDIIES [vintage radio technology]: Eeoll= lrnolll, 9 I'l'etllerb] (lose,
Dmdstone, Dorset, BH18 813. _
THE menu [vintage radio}: (has. E. llliller, ‘larlilrill’, Newport Road, Hoodseares,
Stafford, 5T}!!! our.
TEfllDID IIEI'IS [torrent radio and TV transnitter news, Iong-rlistaneerereption}:
Ileitli Hamer, I Epping Close, Derby, DE3 IIHII.
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TIIHE IIITCII 131m.“ [aid-Time Radio Show Collectors lssntiatinn]: Hernhership
serretar]; lelrn Hoistenholme, 56 llelhnlrne Avenue, Bronfield l'oodhouse, Sheffield,
S19 51".
lIIII'IAEE IlfllJlCl PEUGBMIIIE COLLECTDIIS CIEClE, linger Biclrerton, 3 Parlr Edge,
ilarrog'ate, lurks, HE! Bill {01423-831152}. Caters for enllectors of spoken word and
other radio broadcasts. '
‘H'IITAGE LIGHI MUSIC SOCIETY: now laround up following secretary’s nnlortulrate death.
EHBEII'I‘ HEIDI] SflClElT {light mnsi: by all composers}: David Mes, Stone Gables,
Upton Lane, Searington 5t. llicllael, ilminster, Somerset, TA19 9P2.
flElllflll'l’ LIIIE [Hull-era popular music}: Ila]r Pallett, [9. Box 1939, leigh- oil-Sea,
Essen, $59 Bilil.
ll. “HIE. lfl'IEfl‘llflIfl'It {music of the fears 19354959]: Colin Morgan, 12 Caer
Enfaint, Fro-es, flenbigh, Cluvd, I.I.t5 5'I'l. _
[AIIEH Magazine, 52 Pent-hurl Avenue, liar-tester Park, [H 331'. ln-deptlr intornralioe
tor people who enjoy!| old and new W and radio humour.

EllflllP 9.5 [for tire 9.5m cine enthusiast}, lion Prise, 4 lliglrer Head, Lfrhpit,
Basingstolre, Hants., 9624 BTL
PEUIEC‘IEII I'lC'IIIBE 'IllilS'I {tine-a history]: Harold Broil, 2 Eleanor Gardens,
lfleshnrf, Buds, HPZt 1LT. -
VINTAGE FILIII CIRCLE [tor collectors and all lovers of old films}: Ale: Ioollianrs, 11
llorton Head, horde, Bristol, BSA 2E1.

MemoryLane
Memorv Lane is a lively,Ir magazine specialising in music of the 19205
through to the 19505. Although the emphasis is placed on British
dance bands and vocalists of the 1939s and 19495, ill-lemonyr Lane also
covers the American scene, jazz, big hands, personalities, music hall
and variety artistes. Regular features on Al Bowllv — Britain's favourite
vocalist. ' '
Published quarterly and attractive printed and presented, each'
edition includes exclusive articles lav our team of world-class writers
and journalists plus Picture Pages, CD and Cassette reviews, Readers’
Letters, discographical features and the advertisements that vou will
want to read. ' '

A "must” for ?8 RPM collectors.
A £1 coin will bring a sample clapsF and full details.

_ memory Lane, P 0 Box 1939, Leigh-oo-Sea, SS9 3UH,
- England. '
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The Radiophile, the Leading Vintage
Radio Magazine presents the East of England

3/: VINTAGE RADIO
- ExposrrION

AND
'33., AUCTION

_ SALEi

Cowbit (Near Spalding)
Village Hall

‘18th. October, 1998.
Sale to include Vintage Radio Receivers,

Loudspeakers, valves, accessories and spare parts
. - also - '

A Bush TVZZ television receiver fitted with i
. magnifyinglens

Sale to be conducted by Mr. Alan Cussons
Exposition to include numerous stalls selling a wide

variety of Vintage Radio Equipment and Spares.
Open from 10.30a.m - Auction at 1.30p.m.

Admission £1.50 (£1 pre-booked), free after 12noon.
Free parking in front of hall and on lay-by close to.

Good, reasonably priced light refreshments
Further details from The Radiopfile, telffax 01785 284696
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